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    COVID 19, THE DEBT OF THE HUMANITY WITH THE CIVILIZATORY PROCESS   

 

                              Antônio Domingos Araújo Cunha 1    

 

ABSTRACT 

This article has the aim to discuss and address the vulnerability of two systems observed 
nowadays, where changing ideas, is as a matter of fact an important right, while individual 
conscience for mere convenience, sometimes does not match with a collective purpose, or 
vice versa. The author of this article wants to prove that the division between the public and 
the private has been difficult to be traced.  The dynamic of social relationships places 
humanity tied to those aspects like  power and alterity, with expectations of solutions to 
emerging problems, such as the evolution of biological threats that are in need to be 
questioned, like COVID 19 pandemic situation.2  A cause-effect relationship of systems 
provokes reflection about the path of humanity. An overwhelming threat in the evolution of 
harmful beings to human nature creates opportunities for all of us to contemplate the forces 
that regulate our civilizational process, along the time.  
 

RESUMO 

Este artículo tiene como objetivo discutir y abordar la vulnerabilidad de los sistemas tan 
presentes en los tiempos contemporáneos, donde cambiar de opinión es un derecho, 
mientras que la conciencia individual por conveniencia a menudo no rastrea el propósito con 
el colectivo, o viceversa. El autor de este artículo quiere creer que la línea divisoria entre lo 
público y lo privado nunca ha sido más difícil de trazar. La dinámica de las relaciones sociales 
coloca a la humanidad atada a vínculos de poder y alteridad, donde las expectativas de 
soluciones a problemas emergentes, como la evolución de las amenazas biológicas, 
comienzan a cuestionarse, como COVID 19. La relación causa-efecto de los choques 
sistémicos da lugar a la reflexión sobre el progreso de la humanidad. La abrumadora amenaza 
en la evolución de los seres nocivos para la naturaleza humana genera oportunidades para 
contemplar las fuerzas que regulan el proceso civilizador, en la línea de tiempo. 

Keywords: COVID- 19. Policies. Public and Private Interests. Threats. Rights.  
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Degree,    PhD Candidate on Civil Law,   Facultad de Derecho de la Universidad de Buenos Aires – Argentina, 
Summer Extension Course at “The Hague Academy of International Law”,  Netherlands, 2015, Public and Private 
International Law Credits. Extension - Public Policy Challenges of the 21st Century – Virginia University – USA – 
APRIL - 2020.    

         
2 Common to all the nations … “a worldwide spread of a new disease.” 
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INTRODUCTION  

Some hard moments in the history of human civilization process could be observed 

along the centuries like Indian and Afro descendent prosecution, the Black Plague,3 the two 

World Wars, with the Spanish Flue in 1918 and the unforgettable invasion provoked by 

military exercises in Hiroshima and Nagasaqui, which provoked massive population 

elimination, Nazism and the Holocaust, HIV and Ebola virus,  besides yellow fever, 

Chikungunya , Zyca virus, Dengue, Meningitis in 1970 decade, 4  that can be resumed in some 

words: empowerment, human exploitation, and casual natural occurrences, provoked by 

chemical, physical or biological disasters, considering  sociocultural influences, mainly 

uncontrollable strategies which require knowledge,  and educational background. Welcome 

to the first new greatest threat of the new millennium: COVID 19, which requires public 

defense and private social cooperation.5 

The aim of this article is to register the first impressions of the pandemic situation, 

considering the intranational relations, and main facts in the first global general conscious 

of the contamination danger throughout the world. The author has observed Social Media 

behavior specially Facebook and Google reports for 15 days since the worldwide problem 

has broken up the rhythm of social life of the humanity. Associations with specific 

bibliography and concerns were stablished considering the paper of governments 

 
3 The Black Death, also known as the Pestilence, Great Bubonic Plague, the Great Plague or 

the Plague, or less commonly the Great Mortality or the Black Plague, was one of the most 

devastating pandemics in human history, resulting in the deaths of an estimated 75 to 200 

million people in Eurasia, peaking in Europe from 1347 to 1351.[1][2][3] The bacterium Yersinia pestis, 

which results in several forms of plague (septicemic, pneumonic and, the most common, bubonic), is 

believed to have been the cause.[4] The Black Death was the first major European outbreak of plague 

and the second plague pandemic.[5] The plague created a number of religious, social and economic 

upheavals, with profound effects on the course of European history. The Black Death probably 

originated in Central Asia or East Asia, from where it travelled along the Silk Road, reaching Crimea by 

1343.[11] From there, it was most likely carried by fleas living on the black rats that traveled 

on Genoese merchant ships, spreading throughout the Mediterranean Basin, reaching the rest of 

Europe via the Italian peninsula. The Black Death is estimated to have killed 30% to 60% of Europe's 

population.[12] In total, the plague may have reduced the world population from an estimated 475 million 

to 350–375 million in the 14th century.[13] It took 200 years for Europe's population to recover to its 

previous level,  and some regions (such as Florence) only recovered by the 19th century.  The plague 

recurred as outbreaks until the early 20th century. Evaluable at: < 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Death> Date: March 20th, 2020.  

4  
MENINGITIS IN BRAZIL Evaluable at: < https://noticias.r7.com/brasil/em-carta-aberta-china-oferece-ajuda-

ao-brasil-contra-o-coronavirus-27032020> Date: 29.03.2020  

 

 
5 Jus publicum and jus privatum.  Recommended reading. Public and Private Rights in the Foreshore 

Evaluable at: < https://www.jstor.org/stable/1112734?seq=1#metadata_info_tab_contents> Dates: March 
30th, 2020.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pandemic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Death#cite_note-ABC/Reuters-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Death#cite_note-Health:_De-coding_the_Black_Death-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Death#cite_note-Black_Death's_Gene_Code_Cracked-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bacteria
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yersinia_pestis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plague_(disease)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Death#cite_note-4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Second_plague_pandemic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Death#cite_note-5
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Silk_Road
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crimea
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Death#cite_note-11
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oriental_rat_flea
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_rat
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Republic_of_Genoa
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Death#cite_note-12
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_population
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Death#cite_note-13
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Florence
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Death
https://noticias.r7.com/brasil/em-carta-aberta-china-oferece-ajuda-ao-brasil-contra-o-coronavirus-27032020
https://noticias.r7.com/brasil/em-carta-aberta-china-oferece-ajuda-ao-brasil-contra-o-coronavirus-27032020
https://www.jstor.org/stable/1112734?seq=1#metadata_info_tab_contents
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regulating peoples’ behavior and the so complex asymmetries of sociolegal systems on 

treating the problems due to the demands of strategic planning on the way to control the 

situation. Frontiers were never before more observed after the COVID 19 spread.   

In this sense, soft law as UDHR6 in Article 13 mentions:  (1) Everyone has the right to 

freedom of movement and residence within the borders of each state. (2) Everyone has the 

right to leave any country, including his own, and to return to his country. A huge gold cage 

had opened the doors. Every single door of a family territory has stablished overlaps of 

possible contamination. The world was all alerted to a security state, by the communitarian 

transmission of COVID 19, like the gradual reduction of freedom since March 19th, 2020 in our 

town, Curitiba, with echoes of increasing confirmed cases throughout the world.   

            The problem seems to start with the unforbidden consuming Chinese cultural 

background to include exotic food in their everyday diet, like bats. They have been pointed as 

the intermediate host of Covid 19.  There are rumors of international conflicts, considering 

the two week silent period 7 of Chinese authorities to the worldwide community in order to 

develop and apply strategic measures to combat the massive contamination with the 

application of sanitary procedures and international security. China has recovered the control 

so fast, by applying sanitary strategies however, the authorities unconsidered the so fast 

social dynamic relations, mainly the frontiers.  By the moment it is out of question, it was not 

a manipulated process.8    

We all could observe the increasing progress of biological weapons and the so present 

possibility of human genocide. Another important icon about the question is due to consider 

if COVID 19 was accidentally incorporated as a threat to humans or, it was an exercise to 

figure out strategies to future  more and more delicate situations like what is being observed 

with the challenge to combat this virus in the first months of 2020. A global awareness to all 

of us!  Is it a cultural problem or a diffuse strategy? The first rumor of original intermediate 

virus host was an animal.  How can Chinese sanitary policies permit the process of special 

exotic food, without contemplating the risk to consumers? China has banned the trade of 

wildlife, suspecting that exotic animals infected humans. What will that really do? By the 

other side, Pangolin is known as a Malaysian most trafficked mammal in the world credit  

animal that is ordered as a delicacy as well as for medicinal virtues of their scales, however, it  

has come to public to prevent the population about the risks of eating wildlife animals.  

Corona Virus has been transmitted to humans via a wild animal for sale at a wet market in 

 
6 UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS. Evaluable at: https://www.un.org/en/universal-declaration-
human-rights/> Date: March 30th, 2020.   
7OMISSION OF CHINESE AUTHOORITY. Evaluable at: < https://oglobo.globo.com/sociedade/saude/prefeito-de-
wuhan-admite-ter-omitido-informacoes-sobre-coronavirus-oferece-renuncia-
24213420?fbclid=IwAR2NJdoWSrpBDBrviSAs3u1qwmqQohQfKC3EUtXKCuF0XO9XoUFS4vZfzvo> Date March 
20th, 2020.  
8 CORONA VÍRUS NÃO FOI CRIADO EM LABORATÓRIO. Evaluable at: 
<https://oglobo.globo.com/sociedade/coronavirus-servico/estudo-descarta-hipotese-de-que-novo-
coronavirus-tenha-sido-criado-em-laboratorio 
24317110?utm_source=Facebook&fbclid=IwAR1Hnsw_xk4CzfHdeR_36G0uHowq5c0cdT2jQq7LTtrNdduONTRA
RyCjYJs> Date: March  20th, 2020.  

https://www.businessinsider.com/wuhan-coronavirus-chinese-wet-market-photos-2020-1
https://www.un.org/en/universal-declaration-human-rights/
https://www.un.org/en/universal-declaration-human-rights/
https://oglobo.globo.com/sociedade/saude/prefeito-de-wuhan-admite-ter-omitido-informacoes-sobre-coronavirus-oferece-renuncia-24213420?fbclid=IwAR2NJdoWSrpBDBrviSAs3u1qwmqQohQfKC3EUtXKCuF0XO9XoUFS4vZfzvo
https://oglobo.globo.com/sociedade/saude/prefeito-de-wuhan-admite-ter-omitido-informacoes-sobre-coronavirus-oferece-renuncia-24213420?fbclid=IwAR2NJdoWSrpBDBrviSAs3u1qwmqQohQfKC3EUtXKCuF0XO9XoUFS4vZfzvo
https://oglobo.globo.com/sociedade/saude/prefeito-de-wuhan-admite-ter-omitido-informacoes-sobre-coronavirus-oferece-renuncia-24213420?fbclid=IwAR2NJdoWSrpBDBrviSAs3u1qwmqQohQfKC3EUtXKCuF0XO9XoUFS4vZfzvo
https://oglobo.globo.com/sociedade/coronavirus-servico/estudo-descarta-hipotese-de-que-novo-coronavirus-tenha-sido-criado-em-laboratorio%2024317110?utm_source=Facebook&fbclid=IwAR1Hnsw_xk4CzfHdeR_36G0uHowq5c0cdT2jQq7LTtrNdduONTRARyCjYJs
https://oglobo.globo.com/sociedade/coronavirus-servico/estudo-descarta-hipotese-de-que-novo-coronavirus-tenha-sido-criado-em-laboratorio%2024317110?utm_source=Facebook&fbclid=IwAR1Hnsw_xk4CzfHdeR_36G0uHowq5c0cdT2jQq7LTtrNdduONTRARyCjYJs
https://oglobo.globo.com/sociedade/coronavirus-servico/estudo-descarta-hipotese-de-que-novo-coronavirus-tenha-sido-criado-em-laboratorio%2024317110?utm_source=Facebook&fbclid=IwAR1Hnsw_xk4CzfHdeR_36G0uHowq5c0cdT2jQq7LTtrNdduONTRARyCjYJs
https://oglobo.globo.com/sociedade/coronavirus-servico/estudo-descarta-hipotese-de-que-novo-coronavirus-tenha-sido-criado-em-laboratorio%2024317110?utm_source=Facebook&fbclid=IwAR1Hnsw_xk4CzfHdeR_36G0uHowq5c0cdT2jQq7LTtrNdduONTRARyCjYJs
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Wuhan, a city in central China, which is being announced to be unlocked down the end of 

March, in case of severe sanitary measures. China has had wildlife trading bans on the books 

for three decades, but those haven’t prevented pangolins from becoming the most trafficked 

mammal in the world,9 and many other exotic animals included in the Chinese cuisine menu, 

like bats. Vulnerable spaces are now elective, like homes, hospitals or any other confined one.   

Some symptomatic evidences like tiny respiratory droplets while someone coughs or sneezes 

out or touches a contaminated surface and self directs it to his or her face can be indicated 

as the mechanism of transmission. The problem in Brazil is now concentrated in the obligation 

of the state to control H1N1 flue, which can easily engage people to hospital condition, The 

first week of sanitary measures, included elderly people as prior as well as health professional 

people. Neither in private nor public authorized places of distribution was the vaccine found 

after the first days of the procedures. Besides this, mask production process was prior to 

hospitals and its use was questionable by the society in terms of necessity. And besides this 

alcohol was not on the shelves anymore. And much more than this, many producers managed 

ethanol fraudulently inspiring social policies and penalties to dealers.  There is also a lack of 

testing kits or because many asymptomatic people are wearing it while not able to be tasted.   

As it was already said, the spread of the virus contamination has different angles of 

analysis. It is absolutely incredible how the pandemic crisis was put under control in China as 

well as it was rapidly controlled in Russia. Cuba has learnt something about this process as 

well in case of economic relationship and common interest in the production of 

pharmacological products. By the moment, the first testing in humans of an experimental 

vaccine began in mid-March. Such rapid development of a potential vaccine is 

unprecedented, but even if it is proved safe and effective, it probably will not be available for 

12 to18 months.  

The fact is that the world is divided in blocks, and the communist one affects directly 

the capitalist way of living, mainly the USA.  In this sense Dr. Anthony Fauci, the 

administration’s most outspoken advocate of emergency virus measures in the USA, adverts 

to a torrent of false claims that he is mobilizing to undermine Donald Trump, about possible 

fake news and a directed email, and ironically the USA has reached the strongest level of 

contamination as it can be seen in a constant update site covering all the curiosities 

concerning the statistics and quantitative results. 10   

1. A general view of the global and the local, figuring out how the virus has been spread   

 
  
9.  Pangolin Coronavirus: Revenge of the Pangolins? Evaluable at :< 
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/05/opinion/coronavirus-china-pangolins.html> Date: March 20th, 2020. 
Recommended: <https://www.noticiasaominuto.com/mundo/1445427/na-china-mercados-voltam-a-vender-
morcegos-e-a-esfolar-animais-no-
chao?utm_medium=social&utm_source=facebook.com&utm_campaign=buffer&utm_content=geral&fbclid=I
wAR0PskayWf2X85-aJU_nKqJcWab6r5yhBRwBShNU-0WRWz-A5-jo91DcUpI 
10  WHITE HOUSE. Evaluable at: < https://brasil.elpais.com/internacional/2020-03-29/epidemiologista-da-casa-
branca-calcula-que-eua-poderao-ter-200000-mortes-por-coronavirus.html> Date: March 20th, 2020.  

https://www.businessinsider.com/wuhan-coronavirus-chinese-wet-market-photos-2020-1
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/19/us/politics/coronavirus-vaccine-competition.html?action=click&pgtype=Article&state=default&module=styln-coronavirus-markets&variant=show&region=BELOW_MAIN_CONTENT&context=storyline_faq
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/19/us/politics/coronavirus-vaccine-competition.html?action=click&pgtype=Article&state=default&module=styln-coronavirus-markets&variant=show&region=BELOW_MAIN_CONTENT&context=storyline_faq
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/05/opinion/coronavirus-china-pangolins.html
https://www.noticiasaominuto.com/mundo/1445427/na-china-mercados-voltam-a-vender-morcegos-e-a-esfolar-animais-no-chao?utm_medium=social&utm_source=facebook.com&utm_campaign=buffer&utm_content=geral&fbclid=IwAR0PskayWf2X85-aJU_nKqJcWab6r5yhBRwBShNU-0WRWz-A5-jo91DcUpI
https://www.noticiasaominuto.com/mundo/1445427/na-china-mercados-voltam-a-vender-morcegos-e-a-esfolar-animais-no-chao?utm_medium=social&utm_source=facebook.com&utm_campaign=buffer&utm_content=geral&fbclid=IwAR0PskayWf2X85-aJU_nKqJcWab6r5yhBRwBShNU-0WRWz-A5-jo91DcUpI
https://www.noticiasaominuto.com/mundo/1445427/na-china-mercados-voltam-a-vender-morcegos-e-a-esfolar-animais-no-chao?utm_medium=social&utm_source=facebook.com&utm_campaign=buffer&utm_content=geral&fbclid=IwAR0PskayWf2X85-aJU_nKqJcWab6r5yhBRwBShNU-0WRWz-A5-jo91DcUpI
https://www.noticiasaominuto.com/mundo/1445427/na-china-mercados-voltam-a-vender-morcegos-e-a-esfolar-animais-no-chao?utm_medium=social&utm_source=facebook.com&utm_campaign=buffer&utm_content=geral&fbclid=IwAR0PskayWf2X85-aJU_nKqJcWab6r5yhBRwBShNU-0WRWz-A5-jo91DcUpI
https://brasil.elpais.com/internacional/2020-03-29/epidemiologista-da-casa-branca-calcula-que-eua-poderao-ter-200000-mortes-por-coronavirus.html
https://brasil.elpais.com/internacional/2020-03-29/epidemiologista-da-casa-branca-calcula-que-eua-poderao-ter-200000-mortes-por-coronavirus.html
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We are almost 8 billion people in the world. Many people are passing away this life 

considering many reasons, like:  transmissivity of illnesses, neoplastic disease, smoking and 

alcohol addiction, HIV, Traffic accidents, suicides, Yellow Fever, reaching a daily mark of 

159.800 people.11 Though, natural cycle of life, like: birth, raising, reproduction, and death 

are expected stages of any of us. Not all of us can really be blessed to overcome all these 

stages. In this sense, many influences will determine the quality and longevity of our lives.  

Cultural and social background as well as self-insertion can influence and determine so much 

the success or not of an individual for the community.   

The author presents the arrival of the pandemic COVID 19 in his town, Curitiba, which has 

been pointed out as a model in terms of Urban Planning Management, having seen it was its 

cultural ethnographic background, the main inspiration for his final Master Degree research 

concerning cultural policies. 12   In Brazil, the number of cases reaches more than four 

thousand cases, mainly in Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo. They are both considered global 

megalopolis.   

The number of cases is discrete by the moment. 148 cases in Paraná State and more than 50% 

of them in the Capital, Curitiba, by the moment.13    

   Picture 01                                          Picture 02                                      Picture 03 

  

Source: Picture 01. Evaluable at: <GENERAL MAP VIEW. Evaluable at: https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2020-wuhan-

novel-coronavirus-outbreak/?fbclid=IwAR37X42QG8Pz-K4AwDSdJ2mWe1xme28XL-JEGwSFuus1wyYm0Wrfg0DwWnc> 

Date: March 21st, 2020.  

Pictures 02 and 03. Evaluable at :< https://ricmais.com.br/noticias/estudante-de-medicina-da-ufpr-cria-sistema-que-mostra-

evolucao-do-coronavirus-no-brasil/?fbclid=IwAR28iFfK-hJhqOItCx4ZJ4QN9AQgROFfFJws5I-

dt9xKs7xjucX3vnOr20.cuU> Date: March 21st, 2020.   

2. The production of massive contamination weapons against solutions to them  

  An interesting web comment was reported concerning the possibility to modify and 

create lethal viruses, capable of becoming biological weapons, like smallpox.  Imagine a lethal 

 
11 SOURCE: INDEXMUNDI/ WORLDMETERS 
12 COVID IN BRAZIL. Evaluable at: <https://administradores.com.br/producao-academica/politicas-publicas-
culturais-em-face-a-pluralidade-etnica-em-curitiba> Date: 30.03.2020.  
 
 
13  BRAZILIAN PANDEMIC CONTROL Evaluable at: < https://www.saude.gov.br/noticias/agencia-saude/46619-
brasil-registra-4-256-casos-confirmados-de-coronavirus-e-136-mortes> Date: March 30th, 2020.  

https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2020-wuhan-novel-coronavirus-outbreak/?fbclid=IwAR37X42QG8Pz-K4AwDSdJ2mWe1xme28XL-JEGwSFuus1wyYm0Wrfg0DwWnc
https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2020-wuhan-novel-coronavirus-outbreak/?fbclid=IwAR37X42QG8Pz-K4AwDSdJ2mWe1xme28XL-JEGwSFuus1wyYm0Wrfg0DwWnc
https://ricmais.com.br/noticias/estudante-de-medicina-da-ufpr-cria-sistema-que-mostra-evolucao-do-coronavirus-no-brasil/?fbclid=IwAR28iFfK-hJhqOItCx4ZJ4QN9AQgROFfFJws5I-dt9xKs7xjucX3vnOr20.cuU
https://ricmais.com.br/noticias/estudante-de-medicina-da-ufpr-cria-sistema-que-mostra-evolucao-do-coronavirus-no-brasil/?fbclid=IwAR28iFfK-hJhqOItCx4ZJ4QN9AQgROFfFJws5I-dt9xKs7xjucX3vnOr20.cuU
https://ricmais.com.br/noticias/estudante-de-medicina-da-ufpr-cria-sistema-que-mostra-evolucao-do-coronavirus-no-brasil/?fbclid=IwAR28iFfK-hJhqOItCx4ZJ4QN9AQgROFfFJws5I-dt9xKs7xjucX3vnOr20.cuU
https://administradores.com.br/producao-academica/politicas-publicas-culturais-em-face-a-pluralidade-etnica-em-curitiba
https://administradores.com.br/producao-academica/politicas-publicas-culturais-em-face-a-pluralidade-etnica-em-curitiba
https://www.saude.gov.br/noticias/agencia-saude/46619-brasil-registra-4-256-casos-confirmados-de-coronavirus-e-136-mortes
https://www.saude.gov.br/noticias/agencia-saude/46619-brasil-registra-4-256-casos-confirmados-de-coronavirus-e-136-mortes
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virus like HIV, or COVID 19 or anyone that spreads easily like the flu, being manipulated and 

introduced in the planet. It sounds fiction, but it is now a real possibility. Unlike it was thought, 

COVID 19 is contaminating rare cases of babies and animals, although there are cases being 

announced, especially domestic ones, including rare children confirmation. As it was said by 

the geneticists:  If nature doesn't produce one on its own, we can do it on our own. The 

possibility of combining genetic engineering with the arsenal of terrorist organizations is more 

than speculation. With today's technology, one can make terrible viruses using their genetic 

code.  

To prove it works, researchers at New York University created a new polio virus from 

scratch.  “Our work serves as proof of what can be done”, said Jeronimo Cello, one of the 

authors of the research who replied: … when an arming can be done someone ends up doing 

it.14   In counterpoint position, which is also remarkable, a country from Central America is 

top list in the solution of the problem with strong economic interests with China. So far, as it 

was reported, it is known that ‘Interferon alfa 2B’ may have helped the recovery of more than 

1,500 patients, as it is one of 30 drugs chosen by the Chinese National Health Commission to 

cure the respiratory condition. "The interferon alfa 2B has the advantage that, in situations 

like this, it is a mechanism to protect itself. Its use prevents patients with the possibility of 

aggravating and complicating it from reaching this stage and, finally, have death as a result", 

said Luis Herrera Martínez, scientific and commercial consultant for the BioCubaFarma 

business group. The BioCubaFarma group is also working on a project to develop a Cuban 

antiviral, cigb 210, as well as a vaccine candidate to submit it to China for consideration, in 

addition to quick strips for diagnosing the disease.15 

We have to observe that none of the Central America countries are included in the top 

list continental contamination and some correlations should be observed considering the 

demonstrated control of the pandemic alarm and the measures adopted either.  

3. The perspective of the problem in everyday life. The lockdown period   

In moments of tension as an epidemic crisis that we are experiencing due to coronaviruses, 

as people tend to soften more, because the uncertainties about the disease, and the social 

isolation  for prevention just ended up making us more fragile. Those who have already been 

diagnosed with some mental disorder, such as Obsessive Compulsive Disorder (OCD), to 

depression and anxiety, are more subject to suffer with  demonstration of crises. OCD is 

marked, in general, by a series of habits executed constantly and involuntarily. Secondly, as 

the psychologist Flávio Luiz Gomes mentions, some theorists treat this illness that tends to be 

compulsory, even if it perceives prevention only.  Normally you are engaged in the areas of 

cleanliness, checking out contagious explanations about contamination, systemic 

organization, and data symmetry and collecting. The dimension of the disorder can vary to 

 
14 Jerônimo Cello. Evaluable at: < https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/fsp/ciencia/fe1207200205.htm> Date: March 
31st, 2020.  
15 Evaluable at: < https://dialogosdosul.operamundi.uol.com.br/saude/63492/as-acoes-de-cuba-

diante-do-avanco-mundial-do-novo-coronavirus. Date: March 29th, 2020.  

https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/fsp/ciencia/fe1207200205.htm
https://dialogosdosul.operamundi.uol.com.br/saude/63492/as-acoes-de-cuba-diante-do-avanco-mundial-do-novo-coronavirus
https://dialogosdosul.operamundi.uol.com.br/saude/63492/as-acoes-de-cuba-diante-do-avanco-mundial-do-novo-coronavirus
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the length of the evolution of symptoms as well as the sensibility of each patient. We also 

have to mention de cases of claustrophobia. Many people are getting depressive to be locked 

at home, because of the disease itself, and many of them are not resisting the familiar tension 

in terms of familiar relationships. 16 The increasing utilization of social nets and means of 

communication is more than never in evidence. The cities and communities are being 

connected with the weakness of face to face relationships as well as people do have much 

more time to explore the vast territory of virtual space.   

 The fact is that the lockdown period does not match too much with the expected 

social behavior. Urban life has been presented now as a global most empty outside vast 

territory. Anyway, people are constantly moving along the streets and also tried to get the 

roads to the coasts like a long vacation period exactly when the virus was coming from the 

back door of our State. A socioeconomic crisis is knocking on our frontal doors and nobody 

knows how the silent took place in most of the cities. This is a unique moment in everyday 

life in this planet. It sounds that the entire environment will take a breath. In the roots of the 

problem, it is much more a cultural problem rather than an exercise of war. It affects almost 

200 countries. Many of them have declared State of Emergency, like ours and have adhered 

to quarantine as a strategy.  However, it is weird that Chinese people came back to the 

attitude to eat bats as it is being reported in the social media, after such a terrible cause-

effect relation which provoked the global pandemic crisis. There are rumors of Penal and Civil 

evoked responsibilities and it is just the embryonic stage of a long demand of Public and 

Private International Law conflicts, and territorial reinvention of insiders and outsiders, no 

matter the nationality of each one, contaminated or not. The millennium starts with a huge 

challenge: Overcoming an incomparable traumatic experience for all of us.   
    

 

Picture 04                             Picture 05  

     

   
 
Source: Evaluable at: VOLVIO LA VENTA DE CARNE DE MURCIELAGOS EN CHINA < 

https://www.lanacion.com.ar/el-mundo/coronavirus-segun-diario-ingles-mercados-chinos-siguen 

 
16 People with TOC can suffer more with CORONAVÍRUS 19 Evaluable at: < 

https://www.soubh.com.br/noticias/viva-bem/pessoas-com-toc-depressao-e-ansiedade-podem-sofrer-mais-

durante-a quarentena?fbclid=IwAR3LL_jPHODKabw3Yj76PqkxT6PGQ_aPqQpBjbLaBQk9AeJ_Ov-cnQNFNAI> 

Date: March 24th, 2020.  

https://www.lanacion.com.ar/el-mundo/coronavirus-segun-diario-ingles-mercados-chinos-siguen%20nid2348579?utm_medium=Echobox&utm_source=Facebook&fbclid=IwAR3HMKqivoLPrSNqCCtRopwZlb78_YKtXkmlqaLPDpEfn9q6NY0PciDgnFo#Echobox=1585501373
https://www.soubh.com.br/noticias/viva-bem/pessoas-com-toc-depressao-e-ansiedade-podem-sofrer-mais-durante-a%20quarentena?fbclid=IwAR3LL_jPHODKabw3Yj76PqkxT6PGQ_aPqQpBjbLaBQk9AeJ_Ov-cnQNFNAI
https://www.soubh.com.br/noticias/viva-bem/pessoas-com-toc-depressao-e-ansiedade-podem-sofrer-mais-durante-a%20quarentena?fbclid=IwAR3LL_jPHODKabw3Yj76PqkxT6PGQ_aPqQpBjbLaBQk9AeJ_Ov-cnQNFNAI
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nid2348579?utm_medium=Echobox&utm_source=Facebook&fbclid=IwAR3HMKqivoLPrSNqCCtRopwZlb78_YK

tXkmlqaLPDpEfn9q6NY0PciDgnFo#Echobox=1585501373> Date. MARCH 30TH, 2020.  

Source: Photo: Dr. F.A. Murphy/Getty Images/Visuals Unlimited INTELLIGENCER. By Jeff Wise.  Evaluable at: 
< https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2020/03/the-story-of-a-coronavirus-infection.html?fbclid=IwAR2k-Pl-
y74mxQyHGRqdxxO8GoM7XbNYR52etjC2uieDYDKv9D3Q7K1NPs4> Date: March 18th, 2020.  

 

4. What we learn with the problem, and how it changes the global conscious    

 We do start to recognize equality as a main value. Happiness is what reaches the 

majority of people. Utilitarian measures where adopted in order to avoid local and  

imported transmission, although it is not out of question. People are being asked to join the 

aim of eradication or at least, hold control of the situation. We also have a possibility of 

increasing rates of marginality and social crimes, having seen the normal tension in the 

familiar environment.17 What are the social changes that will be observed in the next days 

since the virus became the greatest threat for all of us? Even the Olympic Games were 

postponed for the next year, once it should put in risk the athletes as well as the global 

organization. All the scenarios of the world are being constantly changed. The market is being 

transformed and priorities to supply chain are being a must nowadays in Brazil. Industries are 

almost closing the doors, and reinventing their potential capacity to produce what 

governments are asking, like masks and fans for medical use.18   Many restrictive measures 

are being adopted and imposed by policies, like the control of abusive price imposed to 

consumers. Countries started to flatten the curves of COVID 19 occurrences while some ones 

are just starting to raise them. Solidarity and International Relationships have been observed 

between countries. But also, offenses of governments to one each other, like it was noticed 

between China and Brazil. Transparence of government’s investments are being questioned 

in Brazil, with the public  television announcement of the President Jair Bolsonaro evoking the 

population to stop quarantine when it is being  announced as an international requirement 

of the Global Health Institutions.  In comparison with the devastation of some cities where 

tourism is the main form of transmition, Italy has learnt a hard lesson 19  and also Spain.  The 

fact is only this scenario of fear of contamination can change the destination of future medical 

cases.   

 

 
17 Who is going to take care of the kids? Evaluable at< https://nacoesunidas.org/covid-19-criancas-

enfrentam-ris…/…/> Date: March 24th, 2020.  
 
18     (PPE)  Personal Protective  Equipment (PPE) 
19THE MISTAKE TO HAVE FORGOTTEN THE THIRD SECTOR. Evaluable at :< 
http://www.vita.it/it/article/2020/03/25/zamagni-coronavirus-che-errore-aver-dimenticato-il-terzo 
settore/154638/?fbclid=IwAR18ATs7xBAhWfA4QcmD__68Z2hzGxEwBirxgtoX-6gg8DpjWSuzCm3uM7k> Date: 
MARCH 25TH, 2020. As it was mentioned: It is evident and also quite right that the various fundraising campaigns 
are now and in the near future to support the sector of our healthcare structures, whose shortcomings have 
emerged on the surface in this crisis. We must therefore expect a heavy displacement effect to the detriment of 
Third Sector entities. The destruction or even the decrease in our share capital that would ensue would be a real 
disaster Id. Ib. 
 

https://www.lanacion.com.ar/el-mundo/coronavirus-segun-diario-ingles-mercados-chinos-siguen%20nid2348579?utm_medium=Echobox&utm_source=Facebook&fbclid=IwAR3HMKqivoLPrSNqCCtRopwZlb78_YKtXkmlqaLPDpEfn9q6NY0PciDgnFo#Echobox=1585501373
https://www.lanacion.com.ar/el-mundo/coronavirus-segun-diario-ingles-mercados-chinos-siguen%20nid2348579?utm_medium=Echobox&utm_source=Facebook&fbclid=IwAR3HMKqivoLPrSNqCCtRopwZlb78_YKtXkmlqaLPDpEfn9q6NY0PciDgnFo#Echobox=1585501373
https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2020/03/the-story-of-a-coronavirus-infection.html?fbclid=IwAR2k-Pl-y74mxQyHGRqdxxO8GoM7XbNYR52etjC2uieDYDKv9D3Q7K1NPs4
https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2020/03/the-story-of-a-coronavirus-infection.html?fbclid=IwAR2k-Pl-y74mxQyHGRqdxxO8GoM7XbNYR52etjC2uieDYDKv9D3Q7K1NPs4
https://nacoesunidas.org/covid-19-criancas-enfrentam-risco-maior-de-abuso-e-negligencia-em-meio-a-medidas-de-contencao/amp/?fbclid=IwAR0BoBFrv5nleNZ1DGREoRJ2a01QZXSXN_r_WYIeXfD2yySBP-XnqEe1Ksc
https://nacoesunidas.org/covid-19-criancas-enfrentam-risco-maior-de-abuso-e-negligencia-em-meio-a-medidas-de-contencao/amp/?fbclid=IwAR0BoBFrv5nleNZ1DGREoRJ2a01QZXSXN_r_WYIeXfD2yySBP-XnqEe1Ksc
http://www.vita.it/it/article/2020/03/25/zamagni-coronavirus-che-errore-aver-dimenticato-il-terzo%20settore/154638/?fbclid=IwAR18ATs7xBAhWfA4QcmD__68Z2hzGxEwBirxgtoX-6gg8DpjWSuzCm3uM7k
http://www.vita.it/it/article/2020/03/25/zamagni-coronavirus-che-errore-aver-dimenticato-il-terzo%20settore/154638/?fbclid=IwAR18ATs7xBAhWfA4QcmD__68Z2hzGxEwBirxgtoX-6gg8DpjWSuzCm3uM7k
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The spread of COVID-19 points to Global TOTAL Deaths: 26.943 confirmed cases: 

590,254; 176 countries; US Total deaths 1544 in 50 states, with 100,717 cases by the moment 

(Updated as of March 27, 2020 at 5:00 pm EST.) 20 Lukashenko from Belarus, is one more 

president mocking the rest of the world, calling everyone psychotic, and this report became 

viral. 21 

The author also considers very relevant, the number of students who look for the High 

Standards of International Education in the US. This country remains the top host of 

international students globally. International students made a significant financial impact on 

the United States in 2017, contributing $42.4 billion to the U.S. economy through tuition, 

room and board, and other expenses, according to the U.S. Department of Commerce. Once 

the communities are locked down how will the government manage such interests? 22  

Although, it is not only a problem of this country but also of many ones who are exploring 

education as business rather than a right of any local institution mainly because of the 

accreditation of national institutions as well as access to Education. The author has been 

advocating in this sense in the PhD final research project, for years. As a matter of fact, virtual 

education cannot substitute the uncomfortable situation of millions of teenagers and 

youngsters, arrested on their homes and depending on their parents’ incomes, more than 

never. Before COVID 19, we had a huge number of teens and youngsters living in such 

precarious conditions of life, children labor exploitation, school abandonment, starvation and 

health care, sexual and drug involvements. Or else, the neglect of their Social Rights or 

precariously attended. How will it be, after COVID 19? And during? As a professor for so many 

years, I can try to answer this question. There is no effective platform of virtual spaces to 

coordinate Long Distance Education in public education in Brazil, and schools are working to 

distribute only the food it was supplied for the families, protected by social support. It sounds 

that the greatest perspective of future generation now, is the renascence of the planet. Even 

the ozone layer is changing colors and being revitalized.     

   

  

 
20 EVALUABLE AT: https://www.businessinsider.com/coronavirus-uk-report-projects-2-million-deaths-without-
action-2020-3 DATE: March 3oth, 2020.  
21 CORONAVIRUS IS PSYCHOSIS. Evaluable at: <  https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/europe/no-lockdown-
here-belaruss-strongman-rejects-coronavirus-risks-he-suggests-saunas-and-vodka/2020/03/27/7aab812c-
7025-11ea-a156-0048b62cdb51_story.html> Date: March 30th, 2020.  
22 Evaluable at: <https://ng.usembassy.gov/number-of-international-students-in-united-states-reaches-new-
high-of-1-09-million/> Date: MARCH 30TH, 2020.  
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.businessinsider.com/coronavirus-uk-report-projects-2-million-deaths-without-action-2020-3
https://www.businessinsider.com/coronavirus-uk-report-projects-2-million-deaths-without-action-2020-3
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/europe/no-lockdown-here-belaruss-strongman-rejects-coronavirus-risks-he-suggests-saunas-and-vodka/2020/03/27/7aab812c-7025-11ea-a156-0048b62cdb51_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/europe/no-lockdown-here-belaruss-strongman-rejects-coronavirus-risks-he-suggests-saunas-and-vodka/2020/03/27/7aab812c-7025-11ea-a156-0048b62cdb51_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/europe/no-lockdown-here-belaruss-strongman-rejects-coronavirus-risks-he-suggests-saunas-and-vodka/2020/03/27/7aab812c-7025-11ea-a156-0048b62cdb51_story.html
https://ng.usembassy.gov/number-of-international-students-in-united-states-reaches-new-high-of-1-09-million/
https://ng.usembassy.gov/number-of-international-students-in-united-states-reaches-new-high-of-1-09-million/
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Picture 06  

 

Source: Environmental Reversion of the Planet …. 
<https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/28/technology/coronavirus-fauci-trump-conspiracy-
target.html?referringSource=articleShare&fbclid=IwAR14usAQHTkv4S-UI6LYq8J_FZ-njLNeJ-
C3h6QsvYDrbZMF_7xK7-pVw0Y> Date: March 30th, 202 

 

       

CONCLUSION 

The presence of the virus is breaking down some paradigmatic conditions, like the 

facility of dissemination considering transportation. How will means of transportation be 

managed to control massive occupation from now on? It is the concept of safety that is being 

put in evidence. That will provoke such uncomfortable and tragic evolution of millions of 

people in hospitals or death. The transmition is now communitarian. It is hard to identify the 

origin of the transmission. What anyone can really do is to reinforce personal protection what 

implies in much more costs for related goods and reinvention of priorities in terms of 

consume, which is being creatively motivated in our communities, with the proposal of 

sustainable models.  It is hard to contemplate consequences, mainly Civil and Penal 

responsibilities. At the first moments of the pandemic spread, Brazilian people emerged in 

confusion, moving horizontally to the beaches for example, trying to escape from urban 

conurbation, migrating to the coast in the south of Brazil. It is not vacation time!  Frontiers 

were blocked not regionally but also internationally. Restrictive measures are being asked and 

many of them were interdicted as well as the roads and the use of means of public 

transportation as it was said above. People got desperate stocking groceries at home in case 

of a breakdown supermarket supplement chain.     

A massive communication process is being activated in Brazilian main television 

channels so that people can be informed about the progress of the situation provoked by 

COVID 19. Once the temples were closed the dynamic of social nets are increasing sensibly. It 

should be considered a support to such period where people are all submerged into deep 

depression, not only because of the threat to be contaminated but also to be exposed to 

reclusion for such a long time and the loss of references, like community contact, intellectual 

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/28/technology/coronavirus-fauci-trump-conspiracy-target.html?referringSource=articleShare&fbclid=IwAR14usAQHTkv4S-UI6LYq8J_FZ-njLNeJ-C3h6QsvYDrbZMF_7xK7-pVw0Y
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/28/technology/coronavirus-fauci-trump-conspiracy-target.html?referringSource=articleShare&fbclid=IwAR14usAQHTkv4S-UI6LYq8J_FZ-njLNeJ-C3h6QsvYDrbZMF_7xK7-pVw0Y
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/28/technology/coronavirus-fauci-trump-conspiracy-target.html?referringSource=articleShare&fbclid=IwAR14usAQHTkv4S-UI6LYq8J_FZ-njLNeJ-C3h6QsvYDrbZMF_7xK7-pVw0Y
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routines in schools and universities, and mainly, economic support which is provided by labor 

exercise. We also have an explosion of people circulating in the streets and each citizen has 

an argument. What argument will we all have when it becomes uncontrollable? The rules 

include firstly, keeping a certain distance, secondly social isolation and also, the use of military 

forces to control movement in the streets. But, after two weeks, it sounds that the lesson was 

given. There is no space in the hospitals and enough supplements of medical care to answer 

diligently to all the demands which means, anyone no matter the economic status or social 

position is vulnerable to hospital environment. Staying at home is compromising familiar 

budgement, and provoking a revolution in terms of contracts, credit cards, financial familiar 

savings, inheritance and properties management,  informal labor market relations, and much 

more.     

Besides observed measures taken by the governments and protection to abuse of 

contractual clauses, a strong task force is being demanded in terms of providing assistance to 

contaminated people as well as medication and accommodations to so many citizens, 

medicines and equipment too. We also have the clinical support not well protected to the 

necessary exposition in the combating areas.23  Logistics in this sense is fundamental. If 

Hospital supplies do not reach the consumers – medical care professional – patients will not 

be safe as OMS announces.    We are now facing the quarantine period in its second week. It 

sounds that nations are all transferring the responsibility to the state. Welfare State System 

is back to the international governments as a must to correct the strongest strike we have all 

seen in the world with the spreading contamination of COVID 19.    

It is already proved we are all physical energy, and it is material and projected. All the 

bombastic exposition to information is really interfering in our spiritual connection with our 

physical body, because of fear. It reduces our basic psychics’ to such a condition of fragilities. 

In this time of quarantines we are all preserving and reinforcing our convictions and selecting 

priorities. What is really urgent now is the sense of love.  It is just the first call of the forces 

surrounding us. Our unique performance in the planet! Live longer!  Take care! Conscious and 

citizenship! 

 

  

 
23 34 years old Nurse Daniela Tresi commits suicide in Monza, Italy contaminated in her job Evaluable at:   < 
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/features/2020/03/29/Italian-nurse-commits-suicide-over-fears-of-spreading-
coronavirus.html> Date: 29.03.2020.  

https://english.alarabiya.net/en/features/2020/03/29/Italian-nurse-commits-suicide-over-fears-of-spreading-coronavirus.html
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/features/2020/03/29/Italian-nurse-commits-suicide-over-fears-of-spreading-coronavirus.html
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/europe/no-lockdown-here-belaruss-strongman-rejects-coronavirus-risks-he-suggests-saunas-and-vodka/2020/03/27/7aab812c-7025-11ea-a156-0048b62cdb51_story.html
https://www.businessinsider.com/coronavirus-uk-report-projects-2-million-deaths-without-action-2020-3
https://www.businessinsider.com/coronavirus-uk-report-projects-2-million-deaths-without-action-2020-3
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/features/2020/03/29/Italian-nurse-commits-suicide-over-fears-of-spreading-coronavirus.html
https://english.alarabiya.net/en/features/2020/03/29/Italian-nurse-commits-suicide-over-fears-of-spreading-coronavirus.html
https://oglobo.globo.com/sociedade/coronavirus-servico/estudo-descarta-hipotese-de-que-novo-coronavirus-tenha-sido-criado-em-laboratorio%2024317110?utm_source=Facebook&fbclid=IwAR1Hnsw_xk4CzfHdeR_36G0uHowq5c0cdT2jQq7LTtrNdduONTRARyCjYJs
https://oglobo.globo.com/sociedade/coronavirus-servico/estudo-descarta-hipotese-de-que-novo-coronavirus-tenha-sido-criado-em-laboratorio%2024317110?utm_source=Facebook&fbclid=IwAR1Hnsw_xk4CzfHdeR_36G0uHowq5c0cdT2jQq7LTtrNdduONTRARyCjYJs
https://oglobo.globo.com/sociedade/coronavirus-servico/estudo-descarta-hipotese-de-que-novo-coronavirus-tenha-sido-criado-em-laboratorio%2024317110?utm_source=Facebook&fbclid=IwAR1Hnsw_xk4CzfHdeR_36G0uHowq5c0cdT2jQq7LTtrNdduONTRARyCjYJs
https://oglobo.globo.com/sociedade/coronavirus-servico/estudo-descarta-hipotese-de-que-novo-coronavirus-tenha-sido-criado-em-laboratorio%2024317110?utm_source=Facebook&fbclid=IwAR1Hnsw_xk4CzfHdeR_36G0uHowq5c0cdT2jQq7LTtrNdduONTRARyCjYJs
https://dialogosdosul.operamundi.uol.com.br/saude/63492/as-acoes-de-cuba-diante-do-avanco-mundial-do-novo-coronavirus
https://dialogosdosul.operamundi.uol.com.br/saude/63492/as-acoes-de-cuba-diante-do-avanco-mundial-do-novo-coronavirus
https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2020/03/the-story-of-a-coronavirus-infection.html?fbclid=IwAR2k-Pl-y74mxQyHGRqdxxO8GoM7XbNYR52etjC2uieDYDKv9D3Q7K1NPs4
https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2020/03/the-story-of-a-coronavirus-infection.html?fbclid=IwAR2k-Pl-y74mxQyHGRqdxxO8GoM7XbNYR52etjC2uieDYDKv9D3Q7K1NPs4
https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2020/03/the-story-of-a-coronavirus-infection.html?fbclid=IwAR2k-Pl-y74mxQyHGRqdxxO8GoM7XbNYR52etjC2uieDYDKv9D3Q7K1NPs4
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/28/technology/coronavirus-fauci-trump-conspiracy-target.html?referringSource=articleShare&fbclid=IwAR14usAQHTkv4S-UI6LYq8J_FZ-njLNeJ-C3h6QsvYDrbZMF_7xK7-pVw0Y
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target.html?referringSource=articleShare&fbclid=IwAR14usAQHTkv4S-UI6LYq8J_FZ-njLNeJ-

C3h6QsvYDrbZMF_7xK7-pVw0Y> Date: March 30th, 2020.  

EVOLUTION OF CORONA VIRUS IN BRAZIL < Evaluable at: 

https://ricmais.com.br/noticias/estudante-de-medicina-da-ufpr-cria-sistema-que-mostra-

evolucao-do-coronavirus-no-brasil/?fbclid=IwAR28iFfK-hJhqOItCx4ZJ4QN9AQgROFfFJws5I-

dt9xKs7xjucX3vnOr20.cuU> Date: March 21st, 2020 

GENERAL MAP VIEW. Evaluable at: <https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2020-wuhan-

novel-coronavirus-outbreak/?fbclid=IwAR37X42QG8Pz-K4AwDSdJ2mWe1xme28XL-

JEGwSFuus1wyYm0Wrfg0DwWnc> Date: March 21st, 2020.  

Jerônimo Cello. Evaluable at: < 

https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/fsp/ciencia/fe1207200205.htm> Date: March 31st, 2020. 

MAYOR OMITS INFORMATION IN WOHAN  

https://oglobo.globo.com/sociedade/saude/prefeito-de-wuhan-admite-ter-omitido-

informacoes-sobre-coronavirus-oferece-renuncia-

24213420?fbclid=IwAR2NJdoWSrpBDBrviSAs3u1qwmqQohQfKC3EUtXKCuF0XO9XoUFS4vZfz

vo 

MENINGITIS IN BRAZIL Evaluable at: < https://noticias.r7.com/brasil/em-carta-aberta-china-

oferece-ajuda-ao-brasil-contra-o-coronavirus-27032020> Date: March 29th, 2020.   

PANGOLIN CORONAVIRUS: REVENGE OF THE PANGOLINS? Evaluable at :< 

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/05/opinion/coronavirus-china-pangolins.html> Date: 

March 20th, 2020. 

   

 

PEOPLE WITH TOC CAN SUFFER MORE WITH CORONAVÍRUS 19 Evaluable at: < 

https://www.soubh.com.br/noticias/viva-bem/pessoas-com-toc-depressao-e-ansiedade-

podem-sofrer-mais-durante-a 

quarentena?fbclid=IwAR3LL_jPHODKabw3Yj76PqkxT6PGQ_aPqQpBjbLaBQk9AeJ_Ov-

cnQNFNAI> Date: March 24th, 2020. 

 
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE RIGHTS IN THE FORESHORE.  Evaluable at: < 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/1112734?seq=1#metadata_info_tab_contents> Date: March 

30th, 2020.  

       

THE BLACK DEATH EVALUABLE AT: < https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Death> Date: 

March 20th, 2020. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/28/technology/coronavirus-fauci-trump-conspiracy-target.html?referringSource=articleShare&fbclid=IwAR14usAQHTkv4S-UI6LYq8J_FZ-njLNeJ-C3h6QsvYDrbZMF_7xK7-pVw0Y
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/28/technology/coronavirus-fauci-trump-conspiracy-target.html?referringSource=articleShare&fbclid=IwAR14usAQHTkv4S-UI6LYq8J_FZ-njLNeJ-C3h6QsvYDrbZMF_7xK7-pVw0Y
https://ricmais.com.br/noticias/estudante-de-medicina-da-ufpr-cria-sistema-que-mostra-evolucao-do-coronavirus-no-brasil/?fbclid=IwAR28iFfK-hJhqOItCx4ZJ4QN9AQgROFfFJws5I-dt9xKs7xjucX3vnOr20.cuU
https://ricmais.com.br/noticias/estudante-de-medicina-da-ufpr-cria-sistema-que-mostra-evolucao-do-coronavirus-no-brasil/?fbclid=IwAR28iFfK-hJhqOItCx4ZJ4QN9AQgROFfFJws5I-dt9xKs7xjucX3vnOr20.cuU
https://ricmais.com.br/noticias/estudante-de-medicina-da-ufpr-cria-sistema-que-mostra-evolucao-do-coronavirus-no-brasil/?fbclid=IwAR28iFfK-hJhqOItCx4ZJ4QN9AQgROFfFJws5I-dt9xKs7xjucX3vnOr20.cuU
https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2020-wuhan-novel-coronavirus-outbreak/?fbclid=IwAR37X42QG8Pz-K4AwDSdJ2mWe1xme28XL-JEGwSFuus1wyYm0Wrfg0DwWnc
https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2020-wuhan-novel-coronavirus-outbreak/?fbclid=IwAR37X42QG8Pz-K4AwDSdJ2mWe1xme28XL-JEGwSFuus1wyYm0Wrfg0DwWnc
https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2020-wuhan-novel-coronavirus-outbreak/?fbclid=IwAR37X42QG8Pz-K4AwDSdJ2mWe1xme28XL-JEGwSFuus1wyYm0Wrfg0DwWnc
https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/fsp/ciencia/fe1207200205.htm
https://oglobo.globo.com/sociedade/saude/prefeito-de-wuhan-admite-ter-omitido-informacoes-sobre-coronavirus-oferece-renuncia-24213420?fbclid=IwAR2NJdoWSrpBDBrviSAs3u1qwmqQohQfKC3EUtXKCuF0XO9XoUFS4vZfzvo
https://oglobo.globo.com/sociedade/saude/prefeito-de-wuhan-admite-ter-omitido-informacoes-sobre-coronavirus-oferece-renuncia-24213420?fbclid=IwAR2NJdoWSrpBDBrviSAs3u1qwmqQohQfKC3EUtXKCuF0XO9XoUFS4vZfzvo
https://oglobo.globo.com/sociedade/saude/prefeito-de-wuhan-admite-ter-omitido-informacoes-sobre-coronavirus-oferece-renuncia-24213420?fbclid=IwAR2NJdoWSrpBDBrviSAs3u1qwmqQohQfKC3EUtXKCuF0XO9XoUFS4vZfzvo
https://oglobo.globo.com/sociedade/saude/prefeito-de-wuhan-admite-ter-omitido-informacoes-sobre-coronavirus-oferece-renuncia-24213420?fbclid=IwAR2NJdoWSrpBDBrviSAs3u1qwmqQohQfKC3EUtXKCuF0XO9XoUFS4vZfzvo
https://noticias.r7.com/brasil/em-carta-aberta-china-oferece-ajuda-ao-brasil-contra-o-coronavirus-27032020
https://noticias.r7.com/brasil/em-carta-aberta-china-oferece-ajuda-ao-brasil-contra-o-coronavirus-27032020
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/05/opinion/coronavirus-china-pangolins.html
https://www.soubh.com.br/noticias/viva-bem/pessoas-com-toc-depressao-e-ansiedade-podem-sofrer-mais-durante-a%20quarentena?fbclid=IwAR3LL_jPHODKabw3Yj76PqkxT6PGQ_aPqQpBjbLaBQk9AeJ_Ov-cnQNFNAI
https://www.soubh.com.br/noticias/viva-bem/pessoas-com-toc-depressao-e-ansiedade-podem-sofrer-mais-durante-a%20quarentena?fbclid=IwAR3LL_jPHODKabw3Yj76PqkxT6PGQ_aPqQpBjbLaBQk9AeJ_Ov-cnQNFNAI
https://www.soubh.com.br/noticias/viva-bem/pessoas-com-toc-depressao-e-ansiedade-podem-sofrer-mais-durante-a%20quarentena?fbclid=IwAR3LL_jPHODKabw3Yj76PqkxT6PGQ_aPqQpBjbLaBQk9AeJ_Ov-cnQNFNAI
https://www.soubh.com.br/noticias/viva-bem/pessoas-com-toc-depressao-e-ansiedade-podem-sofrer-mais-durante-a%20quarentena?fbclid=IwAR3LL_jPHODKabw3Yj76PqkxT6PGQ_aPqQpBjbLaBQk9AeJ_Ov-cnQNFNAI
https://www.jstor.org/stable/1112734?seq=1#metadata_info_tab_contents
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Death
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THE MISTAKE TO HAVE FORGOTTEN THE THIRD SECTOR. Evaluable at :< 

http://www.vita.it/it/article/2020/03/25/zamagni-coronavirus-che-errore-aver-

dimenticato-il-terzo-

settore/154638/?fbclid=IwAR18ATs7xBAhWfA4QcmD__68Z2hzGxEwBirxgtoX-

6gg8DpjWSuzCm3uM7k> Date: MARCH 25TH, 2020 

UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS. Evaluable at:  

https://www.un.org/en/universal-declaration-human-rights/> Date: March 30th, 2020.   

USA ESTIMATION OF CONTAMINATION Evaluable at: < 

https://brasil.elpais.com/internacional/2020-03-29/epidemiologista-da-casa-branca-calcula-

que-eua-poderao-ter-200000-mortes-por-coronavirus.html> Date: March 20th, 2020.  

VOLVIO LA VENTA DE CARNE DE MURCIELAGOS EN CHINA < https://www.lanacion.com.ar/el-

mundo/coronavirus-segun-diario-ingles-mercados-chinos-siguen 

nid2348579?utm_medium=Echobox&utm_source=Facebook&fbclid=IwAR3HMKqivoLPrSNq

CCtRopwZlb78_YKtXkmlqaLPDpEfn9q6NY0PciDgnFo#Echobox=1585501373> Date. MARCH 

30TH, 2020.  

WHO IS GOING TO TAKE CARE OF THE KIDS? Evaluable at< https://nacoesunidas.org/covid-

19-criancas-enfrentam-ris…/…/> Date: March 24th, 2020 

  

 

 

 

  

http://www.vita.it/it/article/2020/03/25/zamagni-coronavirus-che-errore-aver-dimenticato-il-terzo-settore/154638/?fbclid=IwAR18ATs7xBAhWfA4QcmD__68Z2hzGxEwBirxgtoX-6gg8DpjWSuzCm3uM7k
http://www.vita.it/it/article/2020/03/25/zamagni-coronavirus-che-errore-aver-dimenticato-il-terzo-settore/154638/?fbclid=IwAR18ATs7xBAhWfA4QcmD__68Z2hzGxEwBirxgtoX-6gg8DpjWSuzCm3uM7k
http://www.vita.it/it/article/2020/03/25/zamagni-coronavirus-che-errore-aver-dimenticato-il-terzo-settore/154638/?fbclid=IwAR18ATs7xBAhWfA4QcmD__68Z2hzGxEwBirxgtoX-6gg8DpjWSuzCm3uM7k
http://www.vita.it/it/article/2020/03/25/zamagni-coronavirus-che-errore-aver-dimenticato-il-terzo-settore/154638/?fbclid=IwAR18ATs7xBAhWfA4QcmD__68Z2hzGxEwBirxgtoX-6gg8DpjWSuzCm3uM7k
https://www.un.org/en/universal-declaration-human-rights/
https://brasil.elpais.com/internacional/2020-03-29/epidemiologista-da-casa-branca-calcula-que-eua-poderao-ter-200000-mortes-por-coronavirus.html
https://brasil.elpais.com/internacional/2020-03-29/epidemiologista-da-casa-branca-calcula-que-eua-poderao-ter-200000-mortes-por-coronavirus.html
https://www.lanacion.com.ar/el-mundo/coronavirus-segun-diario-ingles-mercados-chinos-siguen%20nid2348579?utm_medium=Echobox&utm_source=Facebook&fbclid=IwAR3HMKqivoLPrSNqCCtRopwZlb78_YKtXkmlqaLPDpEfn9q6NY0PciDgnFo#Echobox=1585501373
https://www.lanacion.com.ar/el-mundo/coronavirus-segun-diario-ingles-mercados-chinos-siguen%20nid2348579?utm_medium=Echobox&utm_source=Facebook&fbclid=IwAR3HMKqivoLPrSNqCCtRopwZlb78_YKtXkmlqaLPDpEfn9q6NY0PciDgnFo#Echobox=1585501373
https://www.lanacion.com.ar/el-mundo/coronavirus-segun-diario-ingles-mercados-chinos-siguen%20nid2348579?utm_medium=Echobox&utm_source=Facebook&fbclid=IwAR3HMKqivoLPrSNqCCtRopwZlb78_YKtXkmlqaLPDpEfn9q6NY0PciDgnFo#Echobox=1585501373
https://www.lanacion.com.ar/el-mundo/coronavirus-segun-diario-ingles-mercados-chinos-siguen%20nid2348579?utm_medium=Echobox&utm_source=Facebook&fbclid=IwAR3HMKqivoLPrSNqCCtRopwZlb78_YKtXkmlqaLPDpEfn9q6NY0PciDgnFo#Echobox=1585501373
https://nacoesunidas.org/covid-19-criancas-enfrentam-risco-maior-de-abuso-e-negligencia-em-meio-a-medidas-de-contencao/amp/?fbclid=IwAR0BoBFrv5nleNZ1DGREoRJ2a01QZXSXN_r_WYIeXfD2yySBP-XnqEe1Ksc
https://nacoesunidas.org/covid-19-criancas-enfrentam-risco-maior-de-abuso-e-negligencia-em-meio-a-medidas-de-contencao/amp/?fbclid=IwAR0BoBFrv5nleNZ1DGREoRJ2a01QZXSXN_r_WYIeXfD2yySBP-XnqEe1Ksc
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THE JOURNEY OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE TO 

INVESTMENT IN THE LIGHT OF LIBERALIZATION AND 

PROTECTIONISM 

By Dr. PULLURU SATYANARAYANA, LL.M., Ph.D.

 

 

Abstract  

 

International trade is important since time immemorial, to exchange goods and services in terms 

of money. Due to fear of the states who advocate protectionism whereas the traders and investors 

advocate liberalization, many National and International laws are made to give strength to continue 

international trade and investment. 

 

The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade and World Trade Organization are helping the 

traders to trade with other countries by mutual reduction of the tariffs. The bilateral, regional and 

multilateral treaties like BITs, ASEAN, NAFTA, etc., international laws, domestic laws, trade laws, 

human rights laws, contracts and insurance schemes and different arbitral institutions like ICSID, 

UNCITRAL, ICC, SCC, etc., have framed the rules. The courts and tribunals such as ECtHR, 

ICSID, UNCITRAL arbitration tribunals, and domestic and international courts and WTO are 

helping to resolve the trade and investment disputes. WTO, New York convention and UNCTAD 

are providing rules for implementation of awards thereby reducing the impact of protectionism 

and investment fears.  

 

The investor who wants to invest their money in a stranger country having the intention of getting 

more profits export goods, even with stumbling blocks like, tariffs, countervailing measures, and 

quotas. Moreover, to avoid these barriers most of the investors prefer to invest money in the host 

countries in the manufacturing and service sectors by entering into bilateral investment treaties. 

Their home states are also helping them by making multilateral and regional treaties to get 

liberalization by way of free trade,  
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This article examines the journey of investment from exporting to the establishment of industries 

in foreign countries including the barriers in this process and the host states' fears in the light of 

liberalization and protectionism. 

 

It concluded that the current framework of International law is working to the maximum extent 

for the smooth flow of Trade and Investment despite drawbacks and lacunas, which needs a 

change. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Senior Lecturer, Department of Law, College of Business Studies and Law, University of Dodoma, Tanzania,  
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1.1 Introduction 

 

International trade law deals with the trade-in products and services whereas investment law deals 

with investing in terms of money to do trade in foreign countries.24 Global trade refers to the 

exchange of capital, goods, and services across international borders.25  

 

The trade and investment liberalization is to remove the barriers for the free flow of goods and 

services and allow capital in their countries to do trade with fewer restrictions and agreed terms 

mutually. 

 

Trade and investment are necessary for the wellbeing of all countries. Since the earlier days’ trade 

has been involved between different countries by the exchange of goods or exchange of goods 

with the gold to fill the gaps of the nonproduction of particular goods, they used to import goods. 

The excess goods exported to other countries. 

 

People of all countries buy and sell things daily but it is not possible to do all the aspects of 

production to the sale of all things in one country. This realized by businesses, consumers and 

governments, therefore governments are encouraging imports and exports so that local businesses 

compete with foreign products.26  

 

Trade takes place between two nations either the country, which is not having the capacity to 

manufacture the goods and get the services required or import them even though they have the 

capacity to manufacture them and provide the necessary services.27 Many countries import goods 

because they are of good quality, design, technically advanced, cheap compared to domestic 

products.28 

 

The countries, which have abundant capital, will have the capacity to produce more kinds of goods. 

They have to face the challenges of transportation expenses, tariffs and compete with other 

 
24 Delany et al, ‘International trade and investment law: a new framework for public health and common good’ 
(2018) at http://doi.org/10.1186/s12889-018-5486-6.pdf (last accessed 5 June 2019). 
25 LO. Connell ‘Trade: export volume worldwide 1950-2017’,  available at 
https://www.statista.com/statistics/264682/worldwide-export-volume-in-the-trade-since-1950/ 
 (Last accessed 23 July 2019). 
26 ‘International Trade – Theory and Policy’, available at https://www.saylor.org/books (last accessed 7 June 2019), 
pp. 3-4. 
27 J. Sherlock and J. Reuvid, The Handbook of International Trade, GMB Publishing Ltd, London,2008, p.3 
28 ibid 

http://doi.org/10.1186/s12889-018-5486-6.pdf
https://www.statista.com/statistics/264682/worldwide-export-volume-in-the-trade-since-1950/
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companies producing similar goods in exporting their excessive goods.29 To prevent these 

developed nations such as the United States or Europe started spreading technology to developing 

nations where salaries are smaller, either engaging in multinational operation or licensing their 

technology to unrelated companies.30 

 

The entering of multinational corporations in foreign markets by way of exports and investments 

affects energy relations, social policies, culture, women and indigenous people's rights, conditions 

of jobs, wage structure, labour standards, land tenure, and farming patterns.31 Whereas the 

investors are worried about their foreign investments of change in government, laws, 

expropriation, nationalization so on. 

 

To minimize the fears of both investors and capital receiving countries many multilateral treaties, 

bilateral agreements and regional agreements created between both of them. This results in an 

incoherent, fragmented, obscured global contradictory international legal framework.32 

 

One-country exports are another country’s imports. Even though many hurdles faced by the 

world, the world export of goods grew from 61.81 billion US dollars in 1950 to 17.7 trillion US 

dollars in 2017.33 

 

1.2 Liberalization 

 

Liberalization of international trade is the means of allowing the goods to enter into their countries 

by reducing or removing the tariffs and other trade barriers. International investment liberalization 

is the encouragement of cross-border investment with the help of security to the investments 

under global contracts including the non-state actors despite the fragmentation of the legal 

system.34 

 

 
29 Feenstra R.C., “International Trade and Investment”, National Bureau of Economic Research Reporter, spring 
2005, p.2. 
30 id., at p.4. 
31 Delany, supra, note 1, at p.30. 
32 ibid 
33 Connell, supra, note 2. 
34 Mark Wu, “The Scope and Limits of Trade’s Influence in Shaping the Evolving International Investment 
Regime”, Z. Douglas, J. Pauwelyn, and J.E. Viñuales, eds., The Foundations of International Investment Law, 
Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2014, pp.174-175). 
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If the countries reduce the barriers, the goods will become cheaper and trade becomes more 

profitable which encourages imports and exports. If they completely remove the tariffs on trade, 

it is free trade and in preferential trade, tariffs removed on substantial products. In case of allowing 

foreign investments into the countries, it will help the recipient country to develop industrially and 

getting the benefits out of it despite some disadvantages and the investor gets profit more than 

investing in their own country.  

 

In the second half of the twentieth century, trade liberalization has been grown which has brought 

other kinds of non-tariff barriers.35 Even though the World Trade Organization (WTO) round of 

talks wants to liberalize the world economy by reducing more barriers but due to its stalemate leads 

to the controversy between free trade and protectionism, it has pushed forward the making of 

Regional Trade Agreements (RTAs), which has furthered the trade liberalization by way of free 

trade. 36 The RTAs, which are in force up to 4 January 2019, are 291 according to the WTO.37  

 

The liberalization brought capital to the countries. At the same time, it has also brought investor 

rights including intellectual property rights, the deregulation with a strong dispute settlement 

mechanism. It has an impact on the democratic accountability of the governments against the 

citizens.38  

 

1.3 Protectionism 

 

Protectionism is an increase in tariff on imports and imposing other barriers like export subsidies, 

quotas, import licenses, voluntary export restraints, export taxes, government procurement 

policies, and domestic laws to enhance the cost of products imported which affect the free flow 

of trade between countries.39 It is a process of reducing the imports and encouraging exports by 

implementing trade barriers to protect domestic industries, non-renewable resources, and 

environment and to save jobs.40 

 

 
35 Supra, note three, at p.12. 
36 Supra, note three, at p.7. 
37 WTO- Regional Trade Agreements Facts and Figures (2019), available at 
https://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/region_e/region_e.htm (last accessed 24 July 2019).   
38 R G. Finbow, ‘Restructuring the State through Economic and Trade Agreements: The Case of Investment 
Disputes Resolution’, Politics and Governance, Vol.4 No.3, 2016,   p.63, available at 
https://doi:10.17645/pag.v4i3.639 (last accessed 5 June 2019). 
39 Supra, note 3, at pp.10-14. 
40 ‘Trade Protectionism’, available at https://www.economicsonline.co.uk (last accessed 24 July 2019). 

https://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/region_e/region_e.htm
https://doi:10.17645/pag.v4i3.639
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The protectionism measures generally are taken by the leftist governments and less developed 

countries 41 but in recent times adopted by developed countries like the US and developing 

countries like China and India. 

 

2.1 Trade in the early period 

 

The beneficial impact of international trade written by Adam Smith in 1776 in his book ‘the wealth 

of nations’. He said the government abandon the barriers to imports and encourage free trade then 

the wealth of countries would grow most quickly. His international trade model will make everyone 

better without making anyone worse off.42 

 

The Corn Laws were in existence since the fourteenth century, which levies import taxes on grains 

and other food products. In the year 1846, Britain abolished the Corn Laws of 1815. It started a 

new era of free international trade and it marked a historic event in the movement of economic 

liberalization across Western Europe and was in existence until the great depression of 1870. This 

was the effect of the great work of Smith and Ricardo.43  

Colonization and gunboat diplomacy was in existence in the nineteenth century and the beginning 

of the twentieth century. In 1850, with the help of the British navy, Don Pacifico, a British subject, 

was able to collect his debt from Greece. In 1860, French and other European soldiers were 

invading Mexico trying to collect unpaid debts. There is no such sort of tradition today.44 

 

The Cobden-Chevalier Trade Agreement was an 1860 Anglo-French Trade Agreement providing 

French protection import taxes lowered to a maximum of 25% within five years, with free entry 

of all French goods except wines into Britain and defined as the first contemporary commercial 

contract.45 

 

The US economy continued to decline, and unemployment rates peaked in 1933 when Franklin 

Roosevelt ran for president in 1932 talked about elevated tariffs. By 1934 the US Congress, which 

 
41 Feenstra, (2005) p.5.   
42 D A. Irwin, ‘International Trade Agreements’ (2008), available at 
https://www.econlib.org/library/Enc/InternationalTradeAgreements.html (last accessed 24 July 2019). 
43 Thomson Gale, ‘Corn Laws’ (2008), available at https://www.encyclopedia.com (last accessed 24 July 2019). 
44 J. Pauwelyn, “Rational Design or Accidental Evolution? The Emergence of International Investment  

    Law”, Z. Douglas, J. Pauwelyn, and J.E. Viñuales, eds., The Foundations of International Investment  

    Law, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2014, p.37. 
45 R. Robinson et al. ‘International Trade’ (2016), http://www.britanica.com (last accessed 25 July  
    2019). 

https://www.econlib.org/library/Enc/InternationalTradeAgreements.html
http://www.britanica.com/
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adopted the Reciprocal Trade Agreement Act (RTAA), took hold of accepting the benefits of 

more liberal trade.46 This RTAA served as a model for the negotiating framework of the General 

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). Under the GATT, tariff reduction among many 

countries, whereas RTAA involved bilateral concessions and deals.47 

 

The institutions, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank established in New 

Hampshire by Bretton Woods Agreement. The purpose of the IMF was to monitor and control 

the fixed exchange rate system and give loans to settle their debts at the Global level. The World 

Bank, in the beginning, called as International Bank for Reconstruction and Development is 

helping with loans for reconstruction and development.48 

 

In 1948, Havana Charter established the International Trade Organization (ITO) to regulate 

international trade. The ITO never came into being because it was not approved by the U.S. 

Congress49, but it ultimately gave birth to the General Agreement on Tariff and Trade in the year 

1948 (GATT). 

 

3.1 GATT to WTO 

 

Between 1948 and 1994, after World War II, there were discussions among increasing participants 

about the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) to decrease tariffs (taxes on imports) 

with each other.50 In this period, there were eight rounds of talks and each round gave the name 

of a prominent person or name of a place. They are the Geneva Round (1948), the Annecy Round 

(1950), the Torquay Round (1951), the Geneva II Round (1956), the Dillon Round (1962), the 

Kennedy Round (1967), the Tokyo Round (1979), and the Uruguay Round (1994).51  

 

 
46 ‘The Great Depression, Smoot-Hawley, and the Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act (RTAA)’,  
     Available at https://saylordotorg.github.io/text_international-trade-theory-and-policy/s04-04-the- great-
depression-smoot-haw.html (last accessed 27 July 2019). 
47 ibid 
48 James Chen, ‘Bretton Woods Agreement’ (2019), available at https://www.investopedia.com (last 
    Accessed 24 July 2019). 
49 Richard Toye, ‘The International Trade Organisation’ (2019), M. Daunton, A. Narlikar & R  

    M.S Tem (eds), Handbook on the World Trade Organisation , available at  

    https://doi.org/10.1093/oxfordhb/9780199586103.013.0005 (last accessed 5 June 2019).  
50 World Trade Organization, ‘GATT Years: from Havana to Marrakesh’, available at  
    https://www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/whatis_e/tif_e/fact4_e.htm (last accessed 30 July 2019). 
51‘GATT Rounds’, www.agp.org, available at  
     https://www.nadir.org/nadir/initiativ/agp/free/wto/rounds.htm (last accessed 6 June 2019). 

https://saylordotorg.github.io/text_international-trade-theory-and-policy/s04-04-the-%20great-depression-smoot-haw.html
https://saylordotorg.github.io/text_international-trade-theory-and-policy/s04-04-the-%20great-depression-smoot-haw.html
https://doi.org/10.1093/
https://www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/whatis_e/tif_e/fact4_e.htm
http://www.agp.org/
https://www.nadir.org/nadir/initiativ/agp/free/wto/rounds.htm
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The member states would start liberalizing agriculture and service markets in the final Uruguay 

Round of discussions, eliminate the quote schemes and stick to certain minimum norms to 

safeguard intellectual property rights such as patents, trademarks, and copyrights.52 The important 

agreements include the Agreement on Textiles and Clothing, the General Agreement on Trade in 

Services, the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights. The Agreement 

on Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures provides guidelines for countries on food safety and plant 

and animal trade. The other agreements like Agreement on antidumping, the Agreement on 

Subsidies and Countervailing Measures, the Agreement on Trade-Related Investment Measures 

(TRIMS), the Agreement on Import- Licensing Procedures, the Agreement on Customs Valuation, 

the Pre-shipment Inspection Agreement, the Rules of Origin Agreement, and finally, several 

plurilateral agreements (It covers only interested few members) concerning civilian aircraft, 

government procurement, and dairy products.53 

 

The signatory countries of GATT have to adhere to non-discriminatory measures regarding traded 

goods. One is the Most Favoured Nation (MFN) in which they should not show discrimination in 

importing identical goods from two nations. The second one is the National Treatment in which 

member states should not show discrimination between domestic goods and imported goods while 

imposing local taxes.54 

 

There are exceptions to the GATT non-discrimination principles. The one to increase import taxes 

on the goods of particular countries to correct unfair trade practices that are causing damage to 

the competing local industries with that of imported goods and the second one is the countries 

can form a group and make a free trade agreement to trade the goods within the group.55  

 

3.1.1 UNCTAD 

United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) is the offspring of the United 

Nations Organization (UNO). It was set up as a permanent intergovernmental body in the year 

1964. It deals with the problems of trade, investment, and development.56 Its objective is to 

 
52 Ibid. 
53 ‘Legal Texts: the WTO agreements’, available at  
     https://www.wto.org/english/docs_e/legal_e/ursum_wp.htm (last accessed 7 June 2019). 

 
54 ‘Principles of the trading system’, available at  
     https://www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/whatis_e/tif_e/fact2_e.htm (last accessed 8 June 2019). 
55 ibid. 
56 United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, ‘Beyond Conventional Wisdom in 
    Development Policy- An Intellectual History of UNCTAD 1964-2004 (2004), https://unctad.org 
    available at https://unctad.org/edm20044_en.pdf (last accessed 26 June 2019). 

https://www.wto.org/english/docs_e/legal_e/ursum_wp.htm
https://www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/whatis_e/tif_e/fact2_e.htm
https://unctad.org/
https://unctad.org/edm20044_en.pdf
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encourage developing countries international trade and economic development to create a more 

effective, stable and equitable worldwide economy that serves the interests of all nations. 

 

It was established in 1964 as a permanent intergovernmental body and deals with trade, 

investment, and development issues. It aims to promote international trade and economic 

development of developing countries to create a more efficient, more stable and more equitable 

global economy that serve the interest of all people. 

 

3.1.2 UNCITRAL 

The United Nations Commission on International Trade Law is a subsidiary part of the United 

Nations General Assembly established in 1966 to facilitate international trade and investment.57 It 

plays a significant role in the development of legislative and non-legislative tools to harmonize, 

modernize and implement trade law.58 It formulates internationally acceptable conventions, model 

legislation and regulations and legislative guidelines and suggestions, updated case law data and 

enactments of uniform commercial law, technical aid and law reform initiatives on uniform 

commercial law regional and national seminars.59 If the parties agreed to refer the dispute to 

Arbitration under UNCITRAL arbitration rules,60 they have to bind by it and enforced according 

to the New York Convention.61 

 

3.1.3 WTO 

The World Trade Organization (WTO) created in the Marrakesh Agreement in 1994. The WTO 

has replaced and embraced the GATT as a more feasible and lasting multilateral treaty system and 

established the legal and institutional structure for dispute resolution, including the Appellate 

Body, which is unique for settling trade disputes.62 

 

The WTO as an organization does not make trade rules. The only maker of rules or agreements is 

national governments. In this sense then, the WTO does not govern anybody. A better way to 

think of the WTO is a group of Nations.63 

 
57 UN general assembly resolution 2205 (XXI) 17 December 1966. 
58United Nations Commission on International Trade Law, https://uncitra.un.org (last accessed 26 June  
   2019) 
59 ibid. 
60 Article 1 of UNCITRAL. 
61 Article 35 of UNCITRAL. 
62 ‘Agreement Establishing the WTO’, http://www.wto.org, available at 
https://www.wto.org/english/res_e/booksp_e/agrmntseries1_wto_e.pdf (last accessed 24 June 2019) 
63 WTO, ‘Understanding the WTO- World Trade Organization’ (2015), http://www.wto.org, available at 
https://www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/whatis_e/tif_e/understanding_e.pdf (last accessed 24 June 2019). 

https://uncitra.un.org/
http://www.wto.org/
https://www.wto.org/english/res_e/booksp_e/agrmntseries1_wto_e.pdf
http://www.wto.org/
https://www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/whatis_e/tif_e/understanding_e.pdf
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In addition to monitoring the trade policies of each member state, it also undertakes regular trade 

policy reviews. The WTO group was also set up a procedure to settle the disputes. It is the 

significant power of WTO.64 

 

3.1.3.1 Consultation  

The Dispute Settlement Body (DSB) first demands that the appropriate government representative 

from the complainant country and the defendant country meet to discuss the dispute within sixty 

days without external intervention.65 

 

3.1.3.2Panel Formation 

If consultation failed then the complainant may ask Dispute Settlement Body (DSB) to form a 

panel.66  The panel consists of three to five independent experts in trade law who hired expressly 

to decide that particular dispute. The director-general chooses the panellists when the parties 

cannot agree.67 Within six months, the panel has to decide and give its report of decision to the 

DSB.68 The panel report rejected by the consensus of parties but not individually. Thus, all panel 

reports become official decisions.69 

 

3.1.3.3Appeals 

The decision given in the panel report appealed by both party and their arguments must base on 

the legal interpretation of points of law. It will not consider new evidence or retry the case.70   

 

3.1.3.4 Resolution 

When the board of Appeal agrees with the panel decision that the defendant country has violated 

the agreement. It has ways to direct the defendant's country.71 

 

3.1.3.5 Compliance 

The defendant country has to comply with the decision and make changes in their domestic laws.72  

 
64 ibid 
65 Article 4 of Annex 2 of WTO. 
66 Article 7 of Annex 2 of WTO. 
67 Article 8 of Annex 2 of WTO. 
68  Article 12 of Annex 2 of WTO. 
69 Article 16 of Annex 2 of WTO. 
70 Article 17 of Annex 2 of WTO. 
71 Article 19 and 20 of Annex 2 of WTO. 
72 Article 21of Annex 2of WTO. 
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3.1.3.6 Suspension of Concessions 

If the defendant country either refuses to comply or delays in complying then the DSB allows the 

complainant country to suspend some of its previous concessions earlier given to the defendant 

country, which should be equal to the value of the violation of the defendant.73  

 

The number of trade disputes settled by DSB from 1995 is 350 and disputes presented before it 

above 500.74 

3.1.4 Doha Development Agenda 

The Doha round of talks known as the Doha development agenda and its basic objective is to 

develop trade prospects of developing countries. It is the fourth ministerial conference held in 

Doha in November 2001. It has discussed twenty areas of trade and concentrated on negotiating 

the subjects of agriculture, services. Out of which 12 of them concluded before and at Doha and 

several others were still under the process of negotiations.75 The developing countries are arguing 

the prices of agricultural products are low due to the subsidies given by the developed countries 

whereas the developed countries are arguing that it will reduce the agricultural subsidies provided 

if developing countries reduce the import taxes.76 

 

The other meetings held in Cancun, Mexico-2003, Hongkong-2005, Paris-2005, Postdam-

Germany-2007, Geneva-2008, Bali-2013 and Nairobi-2015. After Geneva-2008, it took more time 

to conduct the next meeting because of the differences between developed nations and developing 

nations.77 

 

The Bali Ministerial Conference held in 2013, the major agreement made is Agreement on Trade 

Facilitation in the members agreed to reduce the red-tapism, hurdles in the importation and 

speeding up customs clearances at the ports.78 The tenth ministerial conference held in Nairobi in 

December 2015 in which the member states made and commitment to abolish export subsidies 

for agricultural exports and public stockholding for food security purposes. It also contains some 

incentives for Least Developed Countries  

 
73 Article 22 of Annex 2 of WTO. 
74 ‘Dispute Settlement’, https://www.wto.org (last accessed 25 July 2019). 
75 ‘WTO-The Doha Round, available at http://www.wto.org (last accessed 5 July 2019). 
76 ibid 
77 ibid 
78 ‘Days 3, 4 and 5: Round-the-clock consultations produce Bali Package’, available at  
     http://www.wto.org (last accessed 5 July 2019). 

https://www.wto.org/
http://www.wto.org/
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(LDC).79This package will help many African countries. 

 

Due to the slow pace of making agreements and commitments in the ministerial meetings of WTO, 

the Regional Trade Agreements have grown up. In these agreements, a group of countries is 

negotiating and making commitments, which was not possible or take more time multilaterally.80 

Even, it allowed by Article XXIV of GATT and Article 5 of GATS allows forming regional trade 

agreements to set up customs union or free trade area for the free flow of trade by reducing the 

barriers substantially but they are subject to some criteria.81 

 

3.1.5 Free Trade Agreements and Preferential Trade Agreements 

Under GATT/WTO most of the countries reduced trade barriers but not to zero. Under Regional 

organizations, two or more countries agree to reduce their tariffs and other barriers to zero but 

only among themselves. In principle, the Free Trade Agreement (FTA) implemented on all 

products traded between them. In practice rarely implemented because strong political pressure 

by some domestic industries exempts some products from liberalization. If substantial products 

are exempted it is known as the Preferential Trade Agreement (PTA). 

 

The important free trade area implemented in the past fifty years was the European Economic 

Community formed by the Western Europe Convention in 1960 ultimately led to the formation 

of the European Union (EU) in 1993. 

 

The union refers to the Customs Union that not only includes free trade in goods and services but 

also allows the mobility of workers and other factors of production. Some countries went a step 

further euro as common currency establishing a monetary union in addition to the customs union. 

 

In the US, FTA  implemented with Israel in 1986, Canada in 1988 and Mexico, later on, Jordon, 

Bahrain, Morocco, Singapore, Chile, and Australia. Many FTAs formed around the world some of 

them are Latin American Free Trade Area (LAFTA) 1960 now known as LAIA (Latin American 

Integration Association) and superseded by Mercado Commun del Sur (MERCOSUR) 1995, ASEAN 

Free Trade Area (AFTA) 1991 and South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) 

Preferential Trading Agreement (SAPTA) 1993.  

 
79 ‘WTO members secure “historic” Nairobi Package for Africa and the world’, available at  
     http://www.wto.org (last accessed 5 July 2019). 
80 Supra note 34, p.66. 
81 Ibid. 

http://www.wto.org/
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4.1 International Investment Law 

 

International investment law passed through different phases like diplomatic protection and 

treatment of aliens, treaties on friendship, commerce, and navigation (FCN treaties). In addition 

to that BITS, FTAs, UN resolution, International law commission reports, world bank, OECD 

and IBA guidelines and code of practices, rulings and awards by the PCIJ, ICJ, Iran-US, mixed 

claims, ICSID and UNCITRAL tribunals, studies and critiques by academics, NGOs and  

UNCTAD organization.82  

 

The private investors have rights against state intervention at the international level are investor-

state arbitration, investor-state contracts, domestic laws, property laws, conflict of laws and to 

some extent human rights law.83 

 

The investors are making treaties including BITs for the protection of their investment against 

expropriation, nationalization, intellectual property, exchange controls and repatriation of profits 

unless those steps are taken for public welfare, compensation is paid immediately and equitably84 

and for protection of human and labour rights, environment and sustainable development.85 

 

The investors protected against expropriation and deprivation of property without fair and 

equitable compensation is on par with human rights violations.86 The WTO stated that its members 

have to handle cross-border investments through the provisions of TRIMS, GATS, and TRIPS 

Agreements.87 GATT deals mostly with trade in goods only, but it remained highly restricted in its 

coverage to investment issues.88The multilateral treaties which provide investor protection are 

Energy Charter Treaty (ECT) and regional treaties like North American Free Trade Agreement 

(NAFTA), Dominican Republic-Central America Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA-DR), Canada –

 
82 Pauwelyn, (2014) p.30. 
83 Avena and Other Mexican Nationals (Mexico v. United States) (Judgment) [2004] ICJ Rep. 12, at 
    Paragraphs: 40, 124. 
84 R G. Finbow, ‘Restructuring the State through Economic and Trade Agreements: The Case of 

    Investment Disputes Resolution’, Politics and Governance, Vol.4 No.3, 2016, p.98, available at  

    https://doi:10.17645/pag.v4i3.639 (last accessed 5 June 2019). 
85 Julia Calvert, ‘Civil Society and Investor-state Dispute Settlement: Assessing the Social Dimensions  
    of Investment Disputes in Latin America’, New Political Economy, Vol.23 No.1, 2018, p.4. 
86 Z. Douglas, J. Pauwelyn and J. E. Viñuales, The Foundations of International  

    Investment Law, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2014, p.26. 
87 Mark Wu, (2014) p. 177. 
88 id., at p.171. 

https://doi:10.17645/pag.v4i3.639
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EU Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA), Trans-Atlantic Trade and investment partnership 

(TTIP)89 apart from Bilateral Investment Treaties, domestic law, contracts, and insurance schemes. 

Even the customary law applies to investment protection under Articles 31 and 32 of the Vienna 

Convention on the Law of Treaties (VCLT).90 

 

Due to the lack of these public authorities to decide the legality of sovereign acts and to 

compensate private investors by states made investors, file cases against states in World Bank 

ICSID.91 The ICSID uses the tribunals like International Chamber of Commerce (ICC), The 

International Centre for dispute resolution (ICDR), The London Court of International 

Arbitration (LCA), the Permanent Court of Arbitration (PCA), and Institution of Stockholm 

Chamber of Commerce (SCC) as it operates according to the methods laid down by UN 

Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL).92 The arbitration rules adopted by these 

institutions are ICSID rules, ICSID Additional facility rules, the UNCITRAL Rules, the ICC rules, 

Stockholm rules.93  These institutions use Adhoc arbitrators rather than permanent professional 

adjudication and it gives scope for criticism of favouring investors.  

 

Unlike the WTO, there is no world investment court or appellate authority to settle investor-state 

disputes.94 These ICSID awards though not appealed but reviewed by the ICSID annulment 

committee. The domestic courts can defer foreign arbitration awards only if they discover 

jurisdictional mistakes, procedural irregularity and breach of public policy and enforce them 

according to the New York convention but not allowed to correct the mistakes of law.95  There is 

no unique tribunal like WTO, which decides trade disputes, to settle investment disputes. There 

are chances of getting contradictory judgments like Lauder and CME cases in which the Czech 

Republic has filed two cases against two investors in two different tribunals regarding the same 

media license grant. The first tribunal decided in favour of it and the second tribunal passed an 

 
89 U. Kriebaum, “The Nature of Investment Disciplines”, Z. Douglas, J. Pauwelyn, and J.E. Viñuales, 
    eds., The Foundations of International Investment Law, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2014,  
    p.47. 
90 FYRM v. Greece (2011) ICJ Rep.644 – Page 29. 
91 G. V. Harten, Investment Treaty Arbitration and Public Law, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 

    2007, p.171.  
92 S. Minhas & K.L. Remmer, ‘The Reputational Impact of Investor-State Disputes’, International 
    Interactions Empirical and Theoretical Research in International Relations, Vol.44 No.5, 2018,    
    p.870. 
93 Harten, (2007) p.160. 
94 Finbow, (2016) p.97.  
95 United Mexican States v Metalclad Corporation (2001) 38 CELR 284. 
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award against the Czech Republic to pay $355 million to the investor. These conflicting judgments 

are due to a lack of the Appellant body in investment tribunals.96  

 

5.1 Multinational Corporations 

 

The multinational corporations (MNEs) established in different countries to avoid customs duties, 

transport expenses and getting benefits of getting land, power, and workforce at cheap rates 

compared to their home countries thereby getting more profits for investors. The public, social, 

environment and human rights are receiving growing attention. 97The number of MNEs rose from 

37,000 in 1993 to 100,000 in 2012 with their assets worth US$82 trillion.98 

 

  

 
96 Mark Wu, (2014) p.180. 
97 S F. Puvimansinghe, Foreign Investment, Human Rights and the Environment- A perspective form 
    South Asia in The Role of Public International Law for Development, Martinus Nijhoff Publishers,  
    Boston, 2007, p.vii. 
98 E P. Mendes, Global Governance, Human Rights and International Law-Combating the Tragic  
    Flaw, Routledge, New York, 2014, p.174. 
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6.1 Conclusion 

 

The international trade and investments rose to leaps and bounds despite the obstacles like 

recessions, the difference of opinion between developing and developed countries but still going 

on towards globalization and liberalization. 

 

In international trade, the exporters and importers are worried about the payment system, taxation 

change in governments so on. 

 

In the privatized arbitration system the same international lawyers represent for negotiations, 

investment arbitration panels, as well as WTO panels, raises the doubt regarding the veracity of 

them particularly the states whereas the investors are worried about the change in policies, 

regulations, laws and local preferences which limits their rights. 

 

The study shows different scholars make a lot of criticism that the arbitrators in investment 

disputes are biased, not affordable to the poor countries because of the hefty fee of advocates 

huge expenses and showing favour to developed countries. These are also implying their 

democracy and negative impact on FDI flows. It is somewhat true that if we observe the awards 

passed against different countries, which is more than equalling to their GDP, the recent example 

in August 2019, ICSID imposed fine more than the US $ 5 billion on Pakistan in a case filed by 

two multinational mining companies Autofagasta and Barrick gold regarding Reko Diq mine. It is 

more or less the same as the US $ billion bailout loan the present government is going to receive 

in the coming three years.99 

  

 
99 S Hassan, ‘Multibillion dollar fine on Pakistan puts the spotlight on a secret court ’, (2019) TRT 

   World, available at https://www.trtworld.com/magazine/multi-billion-dollar-fine-on-a-secret-court- 

    29141, (last accessed 23 August 2019).  
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China public challenges with the new information technologies 

By Carolina Fabara100 

Abstract 

Nowadays, new information technologies, such as big data, platforms, new media, and artificial intelligence 

are found in every aspects of life. It is known that the digital revolution affects the traditional economy, 

society, and governance rules. On the top of that, China’s economy may well become the world’s largest in 

the next few years, but it is facing serious challenges too. On one hand, all these new aspects boost China’s 

economic growth and global influence, but they also brought regulatory and political challenges. In the view 

that new technologies have the potential to solve problems, the policymakers have found reforms in ways 

that can support progressive political environment for the long term.  

This paper will give an introduction of the impact of technology, the characteristics of these new business 

models, and the advantages and disadvantages of new information technologies. To finally, analyze how 

the new technologies demands policy solutions.  

Key words: Chinese law, digital economy, information technologies, public policy.  

Introduction 

The technologies connecting the modern world are among humanity’s greatest accomplishments101. Due 

to the fact that never before, so many people have easy access to affordable tools to communicate, learn, 

organise and transact. However, this reflects the huge value that society put in digital products and services. 

In many cases new technologies created markets and sources that previously didn’t exist at all.  

This is known as the “Fourth Industrial Revolution”, which is characterized by a range of new technologies 

that are fusing the physical, digital and biological world, impacting all disciplines, economies and 

industries102. These new technologies are facilitating tools made by people for people. For this reason, it is 

 
100 Lawyer of the Courts of Justice of the Republic of Ecuador by the University of the Americas. Specialist in 
Business Law from the Universidad Andina Simón Bolívar. Currently studying in China her Master of Laws (LLM) 
with a focus on commercial law at Shanghai University of Finance and Economics. She has a diploma in 
International Defense of Human Rights from the University of Zaragoza - Spain; Diploma in Defense of 
Women's Human Rights at Universidad Austral - Argentina. Member of the Association of Young Entrepreneurs 
of Ecuador (AJE). Articulist in various legal journals in Latin America on issues of business law, gender equality 
and entrepreneurship. Her career is committed to defending women and supporting women's economic 
empowerment. 
101 Chris Yiu ,Technology for the Many: A Public Policy Platform for a Better, Fairer Future. TONY BLAIR INSTITUTE 
FOR GLOBAL CHANGE (Apr 02, 2020, 04 : 00 PM), https://institute.global/insight/renewing-centre/technology-
many-public-policy-platform-better-fairer-future 
102 Klaus Schwab.  The Fourth Industrial Revolution. WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM (Apr 03, 2020, 04 :00 PM),  
https://www.weforum.org/about/the-fourth-industrial-revolution-by-klaus-schwab. 
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important to understand how the society can benefit from this revolution by establishing good public 

policies. 

In China, the developments of the digital and artificial intelligence areas have grown so fast. Consequently, 

China is home of the highest number of internet users worldwide: more than 800 million Chinese citizens 

are connected to the internet. This represents just over half of the population103. The numbers of users are 

rising fast and with them, the number of digital technologies and mobile access for information, 

communication, payment, e-commerce, and transport.  

The term digital economy is known as “a broad range of economic activities that includes using digitized 

information and knowledge as the key factor of production, and modern information networks as the 

important activity space”104. Hence, digital economy refers to the integration of internet-based technologies 

into all aspects of the economy105. Thus, these new business models have reduced costs and also contributes 

to China’s economic growth.  

In China, the size of the digital economy has surged from 15 percent of GDP in 2008 to 33 percent in 

2017106. Furthermore, China has the fastest-growing digital economy worldwide and related sectors already 

account for more than a third of the country’s GDP 107. Hence, China has developed one of the most 

vibrant Internet industries in the world.  

In recent years, attention has been focused primarily on the rapid expansion of China’s digital economy, as 

symbolized by the success of major Internet- related companies like Baidu, Alibaba, and Tencent, known 

collectively as the “BATs”108. According to the Chinese Academy of Information and Communications 

Technology, a think tank affiliated to the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology, China’s digital 

economy accounted for 32.9% of GDP and 22.1% of jobs in 2017109. This type of business has had a great 

impact on the country's economy, so it is important to analyze the main characteristics and its legal 

framework. 

Characteristics of new business models 

The main characteristics of the digital economic business models are: the reduction in transaction costs, the 

improvement in the performance of markets and the creation of new markets that will be difficult and 

 
103 Francois Godement, Angela Stanzel, & et all, The China dream goes digital: Technology in the age of Xi. EUROPEAN 
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expensive to create without technology110. All this makes this type of business attractive to the general 

public. 

Mobile internet access and smartphones are the key of most of these businesses. For instance, journey 

planning and ticketing apps can make it easy to decide on and pay for trips that involve switching from one 

mode of transport to another. Another is car and bike sharing apps that makes it possible to unlock and 

use a vehicle only when you need it111 . They facilitate people’s lives with the use of technological tools. 

In addition, it is important to mention that information is an intrinsic characteristic of these new markets. 

Therefore, intellectual property subjects such as copyrights, trademarks, and patents are all paradigmatic 

examples of information products112. Moreover, electronic commerce implies the use of digital information 

technology. Consequently, information technologies have progressively occupied every aspect of live. 

The increased use of internet makes that most of the activities are tracked and stored by companies as well 

as governments 113. In many cases this may be an acceptable exchange. Even though, the accumulation of 

personal data will expose people to multiple points of vulnerability. For this reason, regulators are starting 

to grapple with new ways to think about data and digital rights.  

New business models do not fit old legislation 

It is well-known that many technology businesses are successful because they do not follow established 

norms and business models. As a result, governments often struggle to figure out how to apply prior 

legislations to models that are simply not conceived for that. This issue has been particularly acurate around 

the world for peer-to-peer platforms such as, Airbnb, Didi and Uber. These platforms deliver clear benefits 

for consumers. Further, the tax system has also come under increasing strain, as technology companies that 

are naturally global in scope exacerbate a long-standing problem with where and how to tax corporate 

profits. 

Legal Framework 

In China, neither the legal nor the financial system is well developed, yet it has one of the fastest growing 

economies. Moreover, the Private Sector grows much faster than the others and provides most of the 

economy’s growt 114. The Chinese institutions are inadequate for these changes. It is known that economic 

growth is possible under weak institutions. Hence, weak institutions allow strong organizations in the 
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Internet sector to establish their own rules that encourage private interest115. The Chinese Internet industry 

has been developing largely without government initiatives, such as policy guidance, financial subsidies or 

tax incentives.  

The central government has imposed only a few regulations on the Internet industry.  In fact, there is no 

basic law in China that governs Internet transactions such as electronic money transfers. Piecemeal 

regulations have been introduced by some local states that are interested in developing the Internet industry 

in their regions. For example, Guangdong Province issued an e-commerce protocol in 2004, giving 

electronic documents the same legal status as written documents. Further, Zhejiang Province issued an 

ordinance on e-commerce in 2008, instructing the sub provincial government agents to lower the entry 

barriers to e-commerce. 

It is possible to notice that the internet industry imposes self-regulation in order to avoid government 

regulations, to differentiate themselves from their peers, or to enhance the legitimacy of private firms 116. 

The reason why the governments do not impose sufficient regulations is often because of the conflict of 

interest between different parties that wield political influence. Similar to the informal sector, the Chinese 

internet sector is regulated by rules established by platform operators. The platform operators have a strong 

incentive to self-regulate in order to avoid government intervention. 

In 2015 the government published its Made in China 2025 programme. It sets out the first programme for 

economic modernisation based on internet technology. It includes the action plans for the promotion of 

big data, e-commerce, and artificial intelligence, and regulatory steps such as the Cybersecurity Law117. It 

helps to create a positive environment and modern oversight system. China 2025 strategy tries to gives 

China a major cyber power.  

It is important to mention that China’s CyberSecurity Law (CSL), passed in 2016. It is a broad legislation 

that dictates how companies should approach security and privacy within the country. It includes strict 

controls around online activities and provisions around storing data locally, having joint venture partners, 

and in some cases registering network assets118 . Thus, the Cybersecurity Law has already increased legal 

actions against service providers. Besides, this law pays more attention to the protection of personal 
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information and individual privacy. As well as the Law standardises the collection and usage of personal 

information.  

It is important to observe that in China a low level of cyber security maturity and rampant online fraud has 

affected a large number of Chinese government organisations, businesses and individuals (Ramsey & 

Fitzsimmons, 2018). Consequently, the CSL is needed to put attacks and fraud under control by developing 

a regulatory framework for organisations and companies to adhere to.  

Furthermore, for foreign companies operating in China, compliance activity should be a fluid process. Due 

to the fact that CSL has an extremely wide scope of potential targets and obligations, and it is often vague 

on details, including definitions, requirements and regulators’ roles and responsibilities119 . This means that 

it is impossible to be certain of full compliance with the law. Taking this into account, companies will need 

to focus on how regulators enforce the CSL. 

Besides, the business community has reacted to China’s Cybersecurity Law with concerns over compliance 

and IP protection. For instance, if compliance procedures will result in astronomical expenses, some 

businesses may have to adjust their business or even drop out of the market, depending on the size of the 

company 120. Additionally, foreign companies are concerned that they will be required to share the 

information with authorities which might be used for the benefit of Chinese competitors.  

Whit this in mind, China, has embarked on a comprehensive national plan to promote the internet and ICT 

sector, with the current five-year economic plan until 2020 being called ‘Internet Plus’, that depends heavily 

upon the internet and technology to reinvigorate a slowing economy121. The Chinese government included 

specific goals and measures for its promotion in the Five Year Plan. It has a number of policies, most 

importantly the Internet strategy. Hence, under the current five-year plan the government and state-owned 

enterprises are implementing a dozen artificial intelligence and robotics projects, among other technology 

projects. The Chinese government gives primacy to its security interests and puts such considerations above 

any other policy objectives. In that regard, Chinese government behaves exactly like any other government, 

acting in support of its core national interests. 
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Advantages 

The Internet creates a new platform for trading which is characterized by virtually free market entry and 

low costs122. This also improves the efficiency of the market. Moreover, reduced information asymmetry 

and better matched demand and supply. Due to the fact that big data analytics reveal consumer preferences 

and help target service provision. Furthermore, it increases small players in traditional sectors because 

digitalization has significantly lowered entry barriers in many sectors, especially consumer’s goods and 

services. Small businesses are easily connected to a large consumer base at low cost.  

Digitalization has created millions of jobs in the new sectors. The booming e-commerce sector and the 

shared economy has become a new engine for job creation in China. In the e-commerce sector, Alibaba’s 

platform has almost 11 million SMEs, which have created over 30 million jobs over the past decade. The 

Didi taxi platform is connected to 13 million drivers. Moreover, digitalization can help targeted poverty 

reduction, in particular by linking suppliers in remote regions to consumer markets in the metropolis. For 

example, Alibaba’s e-commerce platform has promoted the development of more than 1300 “Taobao 

villages” in China 123.  

In addition, new technologies don’t just hold the potential to make markets more productive, they can also 

raise the quality of work. For the reason that technology is opening up more opportunities to work outside 

traditional hours or workplaces, to enable people to stay active into later life, and to disrupt the cadence of 

the traditional working week itself . Hence, work can be better designed and supported by technologies that 

empower people and enable them to achieve their best. 

Disadvantages 

Some disadvantages of these new technologies are the existence of an oligopoly in platform industries. In 

some cases only a few firms dominate the market. For example, Alibaba and Tencent dominate the mobile 

payment sector.  

Digitalization will have vastly different implications depending on the nature of the tasks. It can cause the 

low-cost of labour. In some cases, the exploitation of cheap but highly skilled labour. As a result, the most 

vulnerable jobs are typically mid-skilled jobs, as such jobs consist of routine tasks which follow a precise 

set of procedures easily automated. Hence, the necessity of the governments to understand the new 

business models and forms of work.  

Suggestions 

The government should play a vital role in maximizing the benefits of digitalization while minimizing the 

related risks, such as potential labor disruption, privacy infringement, and emerging oligopolies. Therefore, 

building steps toward a modern industrial strategy and sector deals is a role, that the government should 
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play much more actively. For instance, it is necessary to have a clear operating environment and incentives 

requirements, for these new business models.  

 As well as the essential foundations laid by the proposals above on skills and internet infrastructure. This 

would also include introducing strong financial incentives for businesses of all sorts to invest in new 

technologies, using government’s convening and purchasing power more firmly to drive the adoption of 

digital processes and the commercialisation of new technologies. 

It is important for the governments to understand what is happening, so new policies can be designed to 

meet local conditions and be implemented at the right time. These policies have to take care about managing 

the consequences of changes, meaning maximising its benefits and mitigating any adverse effects. Armed 

with information, governments have new options to use the tax system to improve incentives, to help 

people make more informed choices and to design new taxes which does a better job of capturing economic 

rents. This opens up the scope for real advances in tax policy, which for decades has been struggling with 

the best way to raise revenues whilst minimising economic distortions and disincentives to work, save or 

invest. What is the main concerns of the governments, platforms, and citizens in general is the need of new 

ways to interact the public policies and the technological innovations.  

Conclusion 

The new business models should behave responsibly and be regulated appropriately, but the internet has 

fundamentally changed the dynamics of the external environment. Therefore, it is vital to think about new 

ways of regulations to ensure that innovation can flourish whilst managing the more challenging aspects of 

disruptive changes. 

The new changes present advantages and disadvantages due to the fact that digitalization can boost 

productivity and create jobs in new sectors. On the other hand, digitalization could disrupt traditional 

sectors, lead to the loss of jobs, especially for mid-skill workers. 

In China, businesses and technologies are in constant evolution. Therefore, internet innovations are 

inspired by the opportunities arising from the distortions caused in the traditional sector. It is necessary to 

establish a comprehensive mechanisms built on cooperation between government organs, businesses, and 

the public. New regulations issued formulating new standards and placing greater responsibility on service 

providers.  

The new internet business models are strong organizations with weak institutions. For this reason, it is 

necessary to stable the relationship between the Internet operators and the state and create new public 

policies. As a contrast China’s Cybersecurity Law provides an alternative vision about how nations may 

choose to apply the law toward cyberspace in the future. This seeks to protect individual rights and rein in 

the actions of large corporates and persons. In addition, businesses can take a number of steps to ensure 
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compliance with China’s Cybersecurity Law. For instance, companies can review their privacy policies and 

develop a standard operating procedure in the event of a cybersecurity breach.                                         

To sum up, governments have the responsibility to embrace the opportunities and tackle the challenges 

that new technologies bring. But also, to act as the stewards of change so that progress can flourish 

alongside of the benefits that accrue widely and fairly. 
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THE PLIGHT OF UNDOCUMENTED CITIZENS UNDER 

THE PARAMOUNT PARCHMENT 

Non-doctrinal legal research on the Citizenship Amendment Act, 2019. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Citizenship Amendment Act of 2019 aims to modify the definition of illegal immigrants of Hindu, 

Sikh, Parsi, Buddhist and Christian communities from Pakistan, Afghanistan, and Bangladesh. They have 

lived in India without any documentation. This study aims to determine the constitutional validity of the 

Act, as mentioned earlier and present a detailed analysis of the sociological aspects that were affecting the 

country.  

This paper highlights the importance of Article 14, which discusses the tests of reasonable classification 

and manifest arbitrariness. Subsequently, the authors present a study of how the Act described above is 

fundamentally unconstitutional. The authors herein will reflect upon the history of Assam and how this Act 

will have a drastic effect on Assam and other States. This paper also includes a brief analysis of the violations 

of the Act, as mentioned earlier, based on International Grounds.  

In the course of discussing the constitutional validity and the sociological aspect, the authors will be 

addressing P.A.N. India N.R.C. and its issues if it is implemented.  

KEYWORDS 

Citizenship, Illegal immigrants, Article 14, C.A.A., N.R.C., Assam, Unconstitutional. 

INTRODUCTION: - 

The Citizenship (Amendment) Bill, 2019, has been passed by both houses of Parliament and got the assent 

of the President. Since a lot of controversies have been raised over it, it needs a dispassionate analysis.  

When the connection between C.A.A. and N.R.C. began to unfold, the protests initially were confined to 

the north-eastern States. Subsequently, this turned into a nationwide protest. The Government made it 

clear that it was not going to tolerate any opposition.  
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

The Foreigner Act, 1946, was enacted to confer absolute power to the Central Government in respect of 

dealing with foreigners in India. Section 2 (a) of the Foreigner Act, 1946 defines a foreigner as follows: 

"foreigner" means a person who is not a citizen of India. 

On 08.04.1950, an agreement between the Governments of India And Pakistan regarding Security and 

Rights of Minorities was signed. It is popularly known as Nehru-Liaqat pact of 1950 which among other 

things provided thus;  

"The Governments of India and Pakistan solemnly agree that each shall ensure, to the minorities throughout its territory, 

complete equality of Citizenship, irrespective of religion, a full sense of security in respect of life, culture, property and personal 

honour, freedom of movement within each country and freedom of occupation, speech and worship, subject to law and morality. 

Members of the minorities shall have equal opportunity with members of the majority community to participate in the public 

life of their country, to hold political or other offices, and to serve in their country's civil and armed forces." 

Further, on 30.12.1955, the Citizenship Act of 1955 was enacted for the grant of citizenship by birth, by 

registration, by naturalization, and by descent. It is pertinent to note that the Act did not envisage any grant 

of Citizenship based on religion.  

The Union of India signed a Memorandum of Settlement (MoS) with the leaders of the Assam movement 

on August 15, 1985, and was called the Assam Accord. Foreigners who had entered Assam between 1951 

and 1961 were to be given full citizenship, including the right to vote.  

Migrants who had entered after 1971 were deported. Those who came between 1961 and 1971 were denied 

voting rights for ten years but would enjoy all other rights of Citizenship. It is pertinent to mention herein 

that the Assam accord provided for expulsion of illegal immigrants without making any distinction between 

their religious identities. 

In 1985, the Citizenship Act was amended in the aftermath of the Assam Accord and section 6A was 

inserted. This section states that all those who came to Assam on or after January 1 1966, but before March 

25 1971, from the specified territory (it includes all regions of Bangladesh at the time of commencement of 

the Citizenship (Amendment) Act, 1985), and since then, are residents of Assam, must register themselves 

under section-18 for Citizenship. It is pertinent to mention herein that the said Amendment that facilitated 

Citizenship for migrants from the then East Pakistan did not make the distinction based on religion. 

On 07.01.2004, The Citizenship (Amendment) Act of 2003 was promulgated. It substituted Section 3 with 

an amending section which says that every person born in India on or after the commencement of the 

Citizenship (Amendment) Act, 2003, where,  

• Both of his parents are citizens of India; or  
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• One of whose parents is a citizen of India and the other is not an illegal migrant at the time of his 

birth,  

shall be a citizen of India by birth.  

On 17.12.2014, The Supreme Court vide its Judgment referred the challenge to the constitutional validity 

of Section 6A of Citizenship Act to a larger bench of 5 judges. 

On 08.09.2015, The Ministry of Home Affairs amended the Passport Rules, 1950 thereby providing relaxation 

to persons belonging to minority communities in Bangladesh and Pakistan, namely, Hindus, Sikhs, 

Buddhists, Jains, Parsis and Christians who were compelled to seek shelter in India due to religious 

persecution or fear of religious persecution and entered into India before December 31 2014.  

In 2016, The Citizenship Amendment Act was introduced and was passed by the Lok Sabha. However, 

Rajya Sabha voted in favour of sending the bill to a select committee and thereby the bill lapsed. 

On 27.02.2019, The notifications, as mentioned earlier, were challenged, and the Supreme Court was 

pleased to issue notice on the same in Writ Petition.  

On December 9 2019, the Lok Sabha passed the Citizenship (Amendment) Act, 2019, which was later 

adopted in Rajya Sabha and received Presidential assent on the midnight of December 12 2019.  

THE AMENDMENT OF THE CITIZENSHIP AMENDMENT ACT 

The Citizenship Amendment Act of 2019 aims to modify the definition of illegal immigrants of Hindu, 

Sikh, Parsi, Buddhist and Christian communities from Pakistan, Afghanistan, and Bangladesh, who came 

to India before December 31, 2014. It excludes Muslims and Tamil Eelams from Sri Lanka, Buddhists from 

China and other neighbouring countries where there has been a history of persecution. 

In the Citizenship Act, 1955 section 2, in sub-section (1), in clause (b), the following proviso was amended 

namely: - 

"Provided that any person belonging to Hindu, Sikh, Buddhist, Jain, Parsi or Christian community from Afghanistan, 

Bangladesh or Pakistan, who entered into India on or before the 31st day of December 2014 and who has been exempted by 

the Central Government by or under clause (c) of sub-section (2) of section 3 of the Passport (Entry into India) Act, 1920 or 

from the application of the provisions of the Foreigners Act, 1946 or any rule or order made thereunder, shall not be treated 

as an illegal migrant for the purposes of this Act;". The people who are coming under these mentioned criteria will 

not be considered illegal migrants under the citizenship act. In a nutshell, A person is not considered to be 

an illegal migrant, 

(a) If they are Hindus, Sikhs, Buddhists, Jains, Parsis or Christians. 
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(b) If they are from Afghanistan, Bangladesh or Pakistan 

(c) If they entered India on or before December 31, 2014 

(d) If they are not in certain tribal areas of Assam, Meghalaya, Mizoram, or Tripura included in the Sixth 

Schedule to the Constitution, or areas under the "Inner Line" permit, i.e., Arunachal Pradesh, Mizoram, 

and Nagaland. 

Moreover, the proposed Amendment also shortens the minimum period of residence in India for them. 

Instead of the 11 years applicable to everyone, they need six years to qualify for citizenship through 

naturalization. It is pertinent to note that the Act did not envisage any grant of Citizenship based on religion. 

Now, this Amendment seeks to give Citizenship based on faith. 

THE ACT IS AGAINST THE FUNDAMENTALS OF THE CONSTITUTION 

Article 14 of the Constitution of India seeks to provide equality before the law or equal protection of the 

laws within the territory of India. It states: 

"The State shall not deny to any person equality before the law or the equal protection of the laws within the territory of India." 

The Amendment makes three distinctions: 

• Between Muslim and Non-Muslim migrants from Afghanistan, Bangladesh, and Pakistan. 

• Between migrants from these three countries and those from other countries; and 

• Between residents who migrated due to religious persecution and those who migrated due to other 

forms of persecution like racial or ethnic persecution.  

Accordingly, the Act wants to create a class of refugees based on religion which is not to be treated as 

permissible/reasonable classification. 

To pass the test of permissible/reasonable classification, two conditions as propounded by this Hon'ble 

Court in the case of State of West Bengal Vs Anwar Ali Sarkar124, have to be satisfied: 

• the classification must be founded on an intelligible differentia which distinguishes person or thing 

that are grouped from others left out; 

• the differentia must have a direct nexus to the object sought to be achieved by the statute in 

question. 

Classification of migrants based on religion is impermissible under Article 14. The creation of a class based 

on religion is prima facie raising concerns of the law conflicting with the secularism, a principle recognized 

 
124 (1952) 1 S.C.R. 284 
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by the Supreme court to form part of the basic structure of the Constitution.125 As a result, the concept of 

secularism pervades and is embedded in the constitution philosophy. The challenged Amendment seeks to 

alter the basis of Citizenship in India; from the place of birth being the basis of Citizenship to now religion 

being a basis. The Amendment treats the Muslim community as second - class citizens. It violates the 

principles of secularism. 

A bare perusal of the Constitution and the Citizenship act clearly shows that it has been religion agnostic 

since the beginning. Article 6 of the Constitution while conferring Citizenship for citizens migrated from 

India and Pakistan at the time of commencement of the Constitution did not specify religion as a criterion 

for acquiring Citizenship. Explanation 2 to Section 5 of the Citizenship Act defines a person of Indian origin 

to mean a person of any religion born in or either of whose parents were born in 'undivided India'. Even 

the Muslims from Bangladesh and Pakistan were considered to be under Indian origin under the Citizenship 

Act. Section 6A, unlike Section 6B, does not discriminate between religious identities. It provided 

Citizenship to people of all religions who were escaping from persecution at the hands of the army of West 

Pakistan. 

Hence the classification based on religion is a radical departure from that of the previous Citizenship act. 

To justify the classification would be only if the State can prove that only the persons of these specified 

religions are religiously persecuted. The object of the Amendment is to 'protect those who have faced 

religious persecutions in Afghanistan, Pakistan, and Bangladesh'. By excluding Muslims from the category 

of 'persecuted', the Amendment is on a false premise that Muslims do not get persecuted in those countries. 

The Amendment does not take into account the persecution of Hazaras in Afghanistan or Ahmadiyyas in 

Pakistan or Atheists of those states. Exclusion of similarly situated persons belonging to the minority sect 

like religious minorities belonging to Hindus, Sikhs, Buddhists, Jains, Parsis, and Christians constitutes an 

unreasonable and arbitrary classification violative of Article 14 of the Constitution of India.  

The Ahmadiyyas in Pakistan is a Muslim sect that faces significant persecution and oppression. In Pakistan, 

by way of the Constitution (Third amendment) order 1985, the Constitution of Pakistan was amended to 

define a non - Muslim which includes the Ahmadiyyas. It clearly shows that the Ahmadis are as persecuted 

like the communities specified in the C.A.A. In fact, the reason for their persecution is their religious beliefs. 

Moreover, nearly 1,00,000 Sri Lankan refugees, who were persecuted based on 'cultural and ethnicity 

persecution' are not eligible for Citizenship. Most of the refugees from this country are Hindus or Christians 

whose forefathers were born in India. These refugees came to India during the 1980s, at the time of the 

separatist movement/the civil war, which lasted for 26 years. When these refugees fled to India, they were 

not in a position to apply for visas and other documents. This war ended in the year 2009, and according 

 
125 R Bommai v. Union of India, (1994) 3 S.C.C. 1 
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to the data available with the Tamil Nadu Government, only 3,000 of these refugees went back to Sri Lanka. 

The Amendment, which came in nearly after ten years of the breakout of the war should have considered 

the plight of these Sri Lankan Tamils. The Citizenship Amendment Act excludes the Tamil refugee 

population from Sri Lanka (2.6%). Around 2.55% faced persecution and discrimination under the Sinhalese 

majority. The reason for such discrimination was mainly due to their language and not religion. One might 

contend that the abuse wasn't based on religion and hence the reason for such exclusion, but the people 

who faced such persecution were mostly Hindus and Christians who had ancestral roots from India126. This 

explains the importance of considering the cultural and ethnic persecution from the neighbouring countries. 

The C.A.A. aims to provide Citizenship to persecuted Buddhists, but not to the ones who are persecuted 

by the Buddhists. In Sri Lanka, it is declared that Buddhism is its official religion. Moreover, the Judgment 

delivered by Justice GR Swaminathan in the Madurai Bench of Madras High Court directing the Center to take 

note of the unique situation of Sri Lankan Tamils was utterly ignored.127 

Recently it was observed by the Supreme court in the case Navtej Singh Johar & Ors. Vs. Union of India128 

that, 

 "Where a legislation discriminates on the basis of an intrinsic and core trait of an individual, it cannot form a reasonable 

classification based on an intelligible differentia." 

The classification based on religion ipso facto violates Article 14 of the Constitution of India, wherein the 

legislation effectuate discrimination based on the intrinsic and core identity of the individual, i.e. the 

religious character of the individual. Race, caste, sex, and place of birth are aspects over which a person has 

no control. Ergo they are immutable. On the other hand, religion is a fundamental choice of a person. 

Discrimination based on any of these grounds would undermine an individual's personal autonomy. 

Further, the Amendment suffers from manifest arbitrariness. It is submitted that the test to determine 

manifest arbitrariness is to decide whether the enactment is drastically unreasonable and irrational. The 

Amendment creates an unreasonable and irrational classification between communities as well as the 

country of origin of illegal immigrants. There's no justification because there isn't a proper determining 

principle that guides the classification and abandoning other religiously persecuted minorities in those 

countries as well as the other neighbouring countries. It would be immaterial if their religious identity and 

the reasons for migration were the same. 

 
126 Shastri Ramachandran, The Unbearable Nothingness Of Being Sri Lankan Hindu, OUTLOOK FULLY LOADED 
MAGAZINE, (Dec, 16, 2019), https://www.outlookindia.com/website/story/opinion-the-unbearable-
nothingness-of-being-sri-lankan-hindu/344208   
 
127 P.Ulaganathan & others v. Govt of India & others,  A.I.R. 2019 Mad. 246 
128 A.I.R. 2018 S.C. 4231 
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The Amendment lacks both procedural as well as substantive fairness. A legislative action that is biased 

against a particular set of people based on religion cannot be termed to be procedurally fair and violates the 

rule against bias.  

ACT VIOLATIVE ON INTERNATIONAL GROUNDS 

The Amendment Act violates India's international obligation under the Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights. Also, This Act violates Article 26 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. 

Article 26 

In this respect, the law shall prohibit any discrimination and guarantee to all persons equal and competent protection against 

discrimination on any ground such as race, color, sex, language, religion, political or other opinions, national or social origin, 

property, birth or another status.  

Moreover, looking over the statement of Objects and Reasons of The Citizenship (Amendment) Act, 2019 

it appears that the Central Government seeks to justify that these minorities are only facing persecution in 

the said listed countries. It cannot be a valid basis of justification since the Indian Parliament is a State 

under Article 12 of the Constitution of India. It possesses plenary power of legislation. It cannot assume 

alleged events of religious persecution within another sovereign State as an objective condition of valid 

legislation. Such an assumption is against the principle of 'the comity of nations', which is a well-established 

principle of public international law. 

Law is not autonomous, standing outside of the social world, but is deeply embedded within society. While 

political scientists recognize the fundamentally political nature of law, the law and society perspective take 

this assumption several steps further by pointing to ways in which law is socially and historically 

constructed, how law both reflects and impacts culture, and how inequalities are reinforced through 

differential access to, and competence with, legal procedures and institutions.129 

The authors will move on to the sociological aspects of the Citizenship (Amendment) Act, 2019, and how 

it has a drastic effect on the society as such.  

ASSAM ACCORD: 

A Memorandum of Settlement (MoS) was signed by the representatives of the central government and the 

members of the Assam Movement (AASU), demanding identification and deportation of illegal foreign 

(Bangladeshi) immigrants. This MoS was called the Assam Accord. It was led by the All Assam Students' 

Union (AASU) in 1979.  

 
129 LYNN MATHER OXFORD HANDBOOK OF POLITICAL SCIENCE; POLITICAL SCIENCE, LAW 
AND POLITICS (EDITED BY ROBERT E GOODIN) (2011) 
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Clause 5 of the Assam Accord: Foreigners Issue: 

5.1 For purposes of detection and deletion of foreigners, 1.1.1966 shall be the base date and year. 

5.2 All persons who came to Assam before 1.1.1966, including those amongst them whose name appeared on the electoral 

rolls used in 1967 elections, shall be regularized. 

5.3 Foreigners who came to Assam after 1.1.1966 (inclusive) and up to March 24 1971 shall be detected in accordance 

with the provisions of the Foreigners Act, 1946 and the Foreigners (Tribunals) Order 1964. 

5.4 Names of Foreigners so detected will be deleted from the electoral rolls in force. Such persons will be required to register 

themselves before the Registration Officers of the respective districts in accordance with the provisions of the Registration of 

Foreigners Act, 1939 and the Registration of Foreigners Rules, 1939. 

5.5 For this purpose, Government of India will undertake suitable strengthening of the governmental machinery. 

5.6 On the expiry of a period of ten year following the date of detection, the names of all such persons which have been deleted 

from the electoral rolls shall be restored. 

5.7 All persons who were expelled, earlier, but have since re-entered illegally into Assam, shall be expelled. 

5.8 Foreigners who came to Assam on or after March 25, 1971 shall continue to be detected, deleted and expelled in accordance 

with law. Immediate and practical steps shall be taken to expel such foreigners. 

5.9 The Government will give due consideration to certain difficulties expressed by the AASU/AAGSP regarding the 

implementation of the Illegal Migrants (Determination by Tribunals) Act, 1983. 

'National Register of Citizens (N.R.C.) 'is a record of names of all genuine citizens of India in the State of Assam. It was 

first prepared after the 1951 Census of India.  

 

 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION: - 

What was once considered as an asset has become an essential constraint for economic development. The 

population of Assam is growing at an alarming pace. From 1951 to 1991, the size of the population in 

Assam has increased from 80 lakhs to 224 lakhs.130 

 
130 Ronali Hazarika, Population growth heavy on natural resources, Assam Times, May 21, 2013.  
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During the 20th century, the British administrators brought in a group of trained people in various 

professions and skills to administer the country smoothly and to accommodate the required labour force 

in Assam, especially for the tea plantations, which became a huge economic boom for the country. Due to 

the increased production, it resulted in economic growth which attracted the immigrants to enter the State 

of Assam in search of a better form of livelihood.  

It is to be noted that the tea plantation was not the only reason for economic growth and migration in the 

State. One of the primary sources from Assam that contributed to the overall economic development of 

the country and at the same time attracted migrants was the oil reserve, namely DigBoi. It is one of the 

most significant oil wells in the country which is owned by Indian Oil Corporation/Oil India Limited. 

Despite the Pakistan (Control) Repealing Act, 1952 and The Immigrants (Expulsion from Assam) Act 1950, 

after independence, the flow of illegal immigrants continued. A large number of people, irrespective of 

religion, were compelled to migrate to West Bengal, Assam and other neighbouring states due to the 

Partition, which was done through a legal process. Subject to this, there was another set of migrants who 

came in through an illegal procedure.  

There was a sudden increase in the number of refugees, especially in the State of Assam from the then East 

Pakistan during the Bangladesh Liberation War in 1971. These refugees were to return to their own country, 

Bangladesh, after the war. While some of these refugees returned to Bangladesh, a much more significant 

portion remained in Assam. Infiltration continued as before, and the new flow was not of refugees, but as 

mentioned earlier, of migrants seeking land and employment. 

Bangladesh, from which a higher percentage of migrants came to Assam, is a country with a large 

population, high poverty, and minimal natural resources. The economy of Bangladesh has exhibited a high 

degree of stagnation. According to the 1991 census, the density of the population was 740 per sq. Km. 

Bangladesh not only suffers from substantial inequality in income distribution, but it is also one of the 

poorest countries of the world in terms of per capita income (PCI). 

These immigrants created their Ghettos and Communes, where they spoke their language and enjoyed their 

own culture, alien to the locals of Assam. As their numbers grew, they also started capturing political power.  

It was the point in history which started the friction in Anti-Bengali sentiments within the local population, 

that took the form of Protests to lead by the All Assam Students' Union (AASU) and even transmuted into 

the armed struggle against the Union of India by the United Liberation Front of Assam or ULFA. The 

State of Assam has had an incursion of a large number of Bangladeshi immigrants who came after Partition 

in 1947. It led to an overall population explosion.  
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Refugees coming in from East Bengal started rapidly increasing, which created a lot of tension among the 

people of Assam. What added more fuel to the fire was the creation of East Pakistan in 1947. Given this 

continuing arrival of illegal migrants from Bangladesh (then East Pakistan) into Assam, student leaders in 

1979 came out in fierce protest demanding detention, disenfranchisement, and deportation of illegal 

immigrants from Assam.  

 

NRC IN ASSAM: - 

The National Registry of Citizens was first introduced in the State of Assam to identify the legal migrants 

from the illegal migrants with an additional view of population control. According to N.R.C., a person, to 

be eligible for citizenship, should prove that either they or their ancestors were in India on or before March 

24, 1971, the eve of the Bangladesh War. 

131 

 

 
131 Govt of India – Census-2011; Paper 1 - language. 
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The linguistic information of the Census 2011 has conjointly widened the already existing fault lines 

between the Assamese and Bengalis. According to the data, the proportion of individual speaking Assamese 

decreased from 58 percent in 1991 to 48 percent in 2011, while Bengali speakers within the State went up 

from 22 percent to 30 percent within the same period. 

The N.R.C. was a failure as the basis was considered to be flawed for the following reasons: - 

(i) Many families split into "verified" Indian citizens "suspected" as foreigners. Fathers have made 

it to the lists; some children and grandchildren are included, some are not; few siblings are, few 

are not. It was a colossal blunder. 

(ii)  Many cases which were declared as 'foreigners' and went to detention centres somehow made 

it to the final N.R.C. This shows how flawed the whole system was, primarily when this should 

have been conducted in 1974, during the Bangladesh Liberation War, where the influx of 

'foreigners' was a lot in number. 

(iii) The legality of a document itself makes it a problem, especially for transgender people and the 

homeless. For women, who change their names after marriage, proving linkages with their 

ancestors has been particularly challenging, given that they couldn't claim their Citizenship 

based on their husband's family tree.  

The protests in the State of Assam is due to the Citizenship Amendment Act of 2019, which nullifies clause 

5 of the Assam Accord by stating the cutoff date as December 31 2014. Initially, in the accord, the cutoff date was 

March 24, 1974(midnight). The 43 years gap will pave the way for a population explosion in the country 

rather than reducing it. 

The Assamese will be a minority in their own State, slowly losing their cultural identity. This Amendment 

violates Article 21 of the Constitution which guarantees that  

"No person shall be deprived of his life or personal liberty except according to a procedure established by law."  

Also, This Act violates Article 29 of the Constitution which provided that, 

“Any section of the citizens residing in the territory of India or any part thereof having a distinct language, script or culture of 

its own shall have the right to conserve the same.” 

The Supreme Court of India through Justice Gogoi and Justice Nariman clearly stated that their rationale 

for ordering an assessment of illegal immigrants in Assam was based on the influx of 'infiltrators' from the 

eastern borders of India, in December 2014. 

The protests in Assam should not be seen as against foreigners per se. It is more for the preservation of 

the culture and language which belongs to the Assamese community. It is for this very reason that language 

and culture are not featured in any of the three lists, namely, the State, Union, and the Concurrent.  
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In the case of this Amendment, it grants the status of being an Indian Citizen to the Bangladeshi 

Immigrants, and perhaps this would lead to the dilution of the North East identity as it exists today. While 

section 3(4) of the C.A.A. does exempt 'tribal areas' of the North Eastern State, a large part of it is still not 

covered (Mostly Assam) which makes it the primary basis for the protests. 

 

PAN INDIA NRC AND ITS IMPLICATIONS:  

While the Government made it clear that N.R.C. and C.A.A. are entirely different and they have no link 

whatsoever, there are still several questions and contentions that are left unanswered. With the failure in its 

implementation in ASSAM, the question that now arises is whether Pan India N.R.C. is viable. 

The pros and cons of implementing PAN INDIA NRC should be weighed heavily by the Government. A 

nationwide N.R.C. could disrupt the functioning of the administration and the economy of the country, 

which is highly unnecessary and can be avoided at all costs if the whole exercise is implemented in the best 

way possible.  

Moreover, the N.R.C. in Assam was considered to be flawed. In the Assam N.R.C., one first had to supply 

documentary proof issued before March 24, 1971 – just like the 1951 N.R.C. or electoral rolls up to March 

24, 1971 – to prove that one's ancestors were residing in India before that date. The next step was producing 

documents for oneself to ascertain a relationship with those ancestors. When it comes to paperwork at an 

all India level, the poor and the marginalized communities will be burdened to obtain any legacy data 

(ancestry documents). In a country with a poor documentation culture and crores of people with meagre 

financial resources, such onerous requirements are often beyond one's means. 

A strong determinant for birth to be 'legal' is to live in a more vibrant state where certain types of variables, 

such as health care, high income, etc., are most likely to operate. A share of women says that their children 

under the age of 5, who had their births registered, were lower than the official Sample Registration System 

data on birth registrations. While the S.R.S. system says that 15 states and Union Territories had achieved 

100% birth registration by 2016, household surveys conducted by the NFHS in 2015-16 and the IHDS in 

2011-12 did not find 100% registration in a single state. 132 

 
132  Rukmini S, India’s poor are also document – poor, LiveMint, (Jan o6,2020,10:04 PM), 
https://www.livemint.com/news/india/india-s-poor-are-also-document-poor-11578300732736.html 
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Around 3,30,27,661 persons had applied for the inclusion of their names within the updated list of N.R.C. 

Assam. Around 19.07 lakh people were excluded from the final list of the N.R.C. that was released by the 

Government on August 31, 2019, which is less than 6% of the total number that had applied. 

The excluded 19.07 lakh will have to appeal against the Foreigners Tribunal, a quasi-judicial court and 

subsequently in the High court and the Supreme Court.  

After the list was released, it was observed that more than 65,694 persons who were included in the 1st 

draft, had failed the family tree verification test. (Verification of the applicant's stated familial ties to a 

person living in the State before 1971)  

Moreover, The Supreme Court while addressing the 48 lakh claims raised regarding the validity of the 

panchayat certificates, issued a statement highlighting that a certificate issued by the Gram Panchayat is not 

a valid document to prove Citizenship and is baseless unless it is supported by some other valid 

document.133 

Even though the whole operation was adequately funded with enough resources, it proved to be a failure 

and at the same time underutilized the resources allocated for it.  

 
133 Rupajan Begum v. Union of India, A.I.R. 2018 S.C. 210.  
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Establishing a nationwide N.R.C. and obtaining age-old documents, especially by people with scarce 

financial resources is going to be a huge task and a huge burden.  

CONCLUSION 

Everyone is sympathetic to the plight of persecuted minorities who have had to take shelter in India. 

However, there was absolutely no proper justification for the Government to mention any religion explicitly 

and exclude Muslims.  

The authors suggest replacing the mention of any specific religion with "persecuted persons". This broad 

language would have allowed the Government to accomplish its aim to provide Citizenship without creating 

an uproar. The authors' sense that this Amendment was unnecessary on the part of the Government as the 

persecuted minorities who reside in India already has leverage after the Amendment of The Passport Acts 

in 2016, wherein their visa complexities were relaxed.  

This Amendment also reduced the number of years from 11 – 6 in the naturalization process, which proves 

that this was solely for electoral purposes and not for the welfare of its people. If our country claims to 

follow the Vedic philosophy and the ideology of 'Vasudeva Kutumbakam', then they should have included 

all the persecuted minority religions.  
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Human Rights: A Conceptual Framework 

Abstract: Human rights are non-discriminatory and inherent to all human beings irrespective to their gender, 

nationality, colour and any other categorization. It protects people against abuse of those who are more powerful; 

provide opportunities to live with dignity, liberty, equality and security. There are many people who need special 

attention like that of women, Minorities, Dalits, Tribes, Children, Refugees, Indigenous people and their human 

rights are equally important. Present paper is a descriptive study, talking about meaning of human right, types, 

evolution, and nature.  

Keywords: Human Right, Tribe, Refugee, Minorities, Dalits, Indigenous People. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Present paper gives an idea of Human Rights. Firstly, the paper talks about the meaning and 

significance, its historical evolution both globally and in Indian context. Moreover, it talked about 

women, minorities, dalits, tribes, children, refugee, indigenous people, their human rights and 

various reports indicating the present scenario of different crimes related to these human rights. 

Whatever adds to human dignity and the fundamental basic freedom of humans is a Human Right, 

it guarantees people their basic needs i.e. education, shelter etc. These are the norms or basic 

standards without which people can’t survive. Human Rights are important for the survival. 

Human Rights advocate for human dignity in society. There are many terms attached with Human 

Rights i.e. Human Rights are inalienable, one cannot lose these rights any more than one can cease 

being a human being. Also Human Rights are indivisible i.e. one cannot denied a right because it 

is less important or non-essential. They are independent. Human rights are Imprescriptible i.e. not 

subject to being taken away by prescription or by lapse of time. They found to be fundamental i.e. 

of core importance, inherent i.e. it belongs to every human being living in society, and it is universal 

i.e. found everywhere in the world. 

Human rights are those conditions of life that allow us to develop and use our human qualities of 

intelligence and conscience and to satisfy our necessary needs. We can’t develop our personality 

in their absence; they are fundamental and are our basic requirement.  

 

 

Figure 1: Human Right and Characteristics 
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Human rights are proclaimed in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), adopted by 

the General Assembly of the United Nations Organisations on 10 Dec, 1948 and put into legal 

form in a number of international acts and treaties. 

HUMAN RIGHTS & TYPES 

The modern concept of human rights is comprehensive in its nature and content. It includes three 

types of rights i.e. Civil and Political rights, which is often called as first generation rights as they 

found their first formulation in the western socio-political thought and governance in 17th and 18th 

century, also these civil and political rights are  called negative rights as the state can’t intervene in 

these rights; Economic, Social and Cultural rights, often called as second generation rights or  

positive rights as the state can intervene in these rights; in the 1970’s another set of rights have 

evolved at the international level i.e. Collective or Group rights. These rights are often called as 3rd 

generation rights. 

Civil and political rights are the most important and lasting achievement of the American and 

French revolutions in the 18th and 19th century. These rights are based on the doctrine of natural 

law according to which human beings are born free and equal indignity. There are many rights 

identified as civil and political rights under the international covenant on Civil Political Rights in 

articles 6 to 27 i.e. Right to life (Article 6), Prohibition against Torture (Article 7), Prohibition 

against Slavery ( Article 8), Right to liberty and security of person ( Article 9), Humane treatment 

to persons who are deprived of personal liberty (Article 10),  No one shall be arrested for failure 

of contractual obligations (Article 11), Liberty of movement  and freedom to choose residence 

(Article 12), Right to aliens not to be expelled without the process in accordance with law (Article 

13), Equality before and equal protection of courts and tribunals (Article 14), Non-retroactive 

application of law (Article15), Right to recognition as a person before the law (Article 16), Respect 

to privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to unlawful attacks on honour and reputation of 

the individual ( Article 17), Right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion ( Article 18), 

Right to hold opinions without interference (Article 19), Prohibition against propaganda for war 

shall be prohibited by law ( Article 20), Right of peaceful assembly (Article 2!), Right to freedom 

of association with others, including the right to form and join trade unions for the protection of 

interest (Article 22), Right to family is the natural and fundamental  group unit of society (Article 

23), Right to child (Article 24), Right to participate and vote in election ( article 25), All persons 

are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to the equal protection of the 

law ( Article 26), Right to minorities ( Article 27). 
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There are rights identified as economic, social and political rights under the International Covenant 

on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights under articles 6 to 15 i.e. Right to work (Article 6), The 

right of everyone to the enjoyment of just and favourable conditions of work (Article 7), The right 

of everyone to form trade unions and join the trade unions of this choice ( Article 8), The right of 

everyone to social security, including social insurance (Article 9), The widest possible protection 

and assistance should be accorded to the family (Article 10), The right of everyone to an adequate 

standard of living for himself and his family, including adequate food, clothing and housing, and 

to the continuous improvement of living conditions (Article 11), The right of everyone to the 

enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health ( Article 12), The right 

of everyone to education ( Article 13), Each state party to the present covenant which at the time 

of becoming a party, has not been able to secure in its metropolitan territory or other territories 

under its jurisdiction compulsory primary education, free of charge, undertakes, within two years, 

to work out and adopt a detailed plan of action for the progressive implementation, within a 

reasonable number of years, to be fixed in the plan, of the principle of compulsory education free 

of charge for all (Article 14), The right of everyone to take part in cultural life  and to enjoy the 

benefits of scientific progress and its applications, to benefit from the protection of the moral and 

material interests resulting from any scientific, literary or artistic production of which he is the 

author (Article 15). 

International covenant on civil and political rights and international covenant on economic, social 

and cultural rights are considered most important; these two treaties along with the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights constitute what is known as International Bill of Rights. 

HUMAN RIGHTS AND EVOLUTION 

As per the evolution of human rights are concerned, many events and revolutions contributed 

towards the development of human rights, The earliest charters of human rights are to be found 

among the three British Constitutional documents namely; The Magna Carta (1215), The petition 

of Rights (1628) and the Bill of Rights (1689) adopted after the Glorious Revolution of 1688. 

Internationally, Human Rights are developed by great efforts i.e. Humanitarian Intervention (HI), 

is a means to prevent or a gross violation of Human Rights in a State, where such State is either 

actively prosecuting them; International Humanitarian Law (IHL), is a law that regulate the 

conduct of war, seeking to limit the effects of armed conflict by protecting persons who are not 

participating in hostilities and by regulating the means and methods of warfare available to 

combatants; also the first international treaty concerning Human Rights were linked with the 

acceptance of freedom of religion (for instance the treaty of Westphalia of 1648) and the abolition 
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of slavery. Moreover, International Labour Standards (ILO) which has been in existence since 

1919 and became a specialized agency of United Nations in 1946 seeks to achieve social justice 

through its activities in the social and labour fields.  

HUMAN RIGHTS IN INDIA 

Human Rights in India, as per literature, are a complicated issue due to country’s big population, 

diversity and many other reasons. According to 2016 Human Right Watch Report, India has 

serious Human Rights concern. Although, Constitution of India guarantees six fundamental Rights 

i.e. (i) Right to equality ( Art 14-18), (ii) Right to Freedom (Art 19-22), (iii) Right against 

Exploitation (Art 23-24), (iv) Right to freedom of Religion (Art 25-28 ) , (v) Cultural and 

Educational Rights (Art 29-30 ), (vi)Right to Constitutional Remedies (Art 32), apart from this 

there is Right to Privacy is an intrinsic part of Article 21 protecting life and liberties of all citizens. 

In India, Central Government has constituted the National Human Right Commission (NHRC) 

to exercise powers and perform assigned functions regarding the enforcement of Human Rights 

in India. It has been constituted under the protection of Human Rights Act, 1993. Headquarter of 

NHRC is New Delhi. There are various functions of this commission, for instance, enquiring into 

the violation of Human Rights, to intervene in any proceeding involving any violation of Human 

Right, officials may visit any jail or other institution where a person are detained or lodged for 

purposes of treatment or protection or to study the living conditions of the inmates, to review the 

constitutional and legal safeguards related to protection of Human Rights, also to review the 

factors (including the act of terrorism) that inhibit the enjoyment of Human Rights, moreover, it 

studies the treaties and other instruments on Human Rights, promoting research in the field of 

Human Rights and encouraging the efforts of Non-Governmental Organisations (NGO’s) and 

other institutions working in the field of Human Rights.  

For the speedy trial of offences arising out of violations of Human Rights, a State Government, 

with concurrence of the chief Justice of High Court, by notification, specify for each district a 

court of session to be a Human Right Court. 

Human Right Movement refers to a Non-Governmental social movement engaged in activism 

related to the issues of Human Rights, foundation of the global Human Right Movement involve 

resistance to colonialism, racism, apartheid, imperialism etc. Tracing back the history of Human 

Right Movement, specifically in India, comprise many pre independent and post independent 

events. In pre independent India there was abolition of caste discrimination,  freedom of speech, 

freedom of religion and freedom of property etc., and in post independent India, there 
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establishment of Civil Liberties Committee (CLC) in Bengal, Andhra Pradesh Civil Liberties 

Committee (APCLC) in 1974, Association for the Protection of Democratic Rights (APDR) 

Kolkata in 1972 etc.  

HUMAN RIGHTS: WOMEN & MINORTIES 

Human rights are the fundamental human rights that were enshrined by the United Nations for 

every human being. These rights include the right to live free from violence, torture and more. 

Women condition was comparatively weaker in Indian society from time immortal and thus, 

Constitution of India paid special attention so that their rights can be built and saved. Many kinds 

of Women’s rights are given i.e. Political Rights, for instance, right to vote, right to contest election, 

right to campaign etc.; Civil Rights, for instance, these are those rights that comprises free and 

equal citizenship in democracy; Socio-Economic Rights, constitutes right to food, shelter, medical 

case, employment, security etc.; Women and Inheritance Rights, The Hindu Succession Act of 

1956 made sons, daughters, widows an equal claim on a man’s property. 

Many laws are meant to prevent crimes against women i.e. Equal Remuneration Act, Prevention 

of Immoral Traffic Act, Sati Act, Dowry Prohibition Act, Child Marriage Restraint Act, Domestic 

Violence Bill. Along with these laws, National Commission for Women is also constituted to 

protect the rights of Women in India. 

There are many conferences held in concern to women. 1974 considered as the international year 

of women, followed by Mexico world conference of 1975, Copenhagen conference of 1980 and 

Nairobi conference of 1986 where two points were discussed at a deep level i.e. inequality removal 

between men and women, and the other is integration of women in the development process. 

Fourth world conference on women (Beijing, 1995) was one the most important conference held, 

where the largest gathering of government and non-government representatives having a strength 

of 17,000 persons assembled to discuss the condition of women. 

Despite of these acts, laws, and conventions the condition of women is still weaker in society. As 

per the National Crime Records Bureau (NCRB) has released the annual Crime in India Report in 

2017, that report states a total number of 3,59,849 cases were reported against women in 2017. In 

comparison, in 2016, 3.38 lakh cases of crime were registered against women, while 3.2 lakh cases 

were recorded in 2015. The number of cases reported has increased. Thus, women and her human 

right must be given deep interest to get it protected. 

Louis Wirth defined a minority group as a group who because of their physical or cultural 

characteristics are signalled out from the others in the society in which they live for differential 
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and unequal treatment, and who therefore regard themselves as objects of collective 

discrimination. Article 30 of the Indian Constitution gives all minorities, whether based on religion 

or language, right to establish and administer educational institutions of their choice. National 

Commission for Minorities is also formed to evaluate progress of the development of minorities, 

monitoring the working of the safeguards provided in the constitution, to make recommendations 

for the effective implementation of safeguards for the protection of the interests of minorities and 

to investigate various case studies related to it.  Article 27 of the International Covenant on Civil 

and Political Rights (ICCPR), meant for the protection of identity of the minorities. 

HUMAN RIGHTS: DALITS AND TRIBES 

Dalits (Marathi Word), first used by Jyotiba Phule, a social reformer of the 19th century, means 

broken people. In the constitution of India, Dalits are designated as the Schedule Caste (SC’s). 

According to 2001 census, the SC constitutes 16.2 per cent of the population whereas Tribes are 

the people belonging to tribal communities as per article 342 of the Indian Constitution. They are 

economically poorer and socially excluded. 

To deal with the problem of untouchability and related problems, Indian Constitution has 

provided two sets of rights i.e.  The first set of rights prohibit discrimination based on caste (a 

system of discrimination in Indian society), for instance Articles 14, 15, 17, 23, 24 and 25, while 

the second set of rights provide special measures to ensure their inclusion, for instance Article 330, 

332. Along with it there are many untouchability abolition laws meant i.e. Protection of Civil Rights 

Act, 1955 (Amendment 1976), The Schedule Caste and Schedule Tribes ) Prevention of Atrocities 

Act of 1989, Employment of Manual Scavengers and Constitution of Dry Latrine (Prohibition) 

Act of 1993. 

In India, conditions of dalits and schedule tribe is getting worsen according to statistics. In 2016, 

crime rate against dalits rose by 25%; from 16.3 crimes per 100,000 dalits reported in 2006, to 20.3 

crimes in 2016, according to an IndiaSpend analysis of 2016 National Crime Records Bureau 

(NCRB) data. Also, the crime rate against adivasis or scheduled tribes declined by 9%, from 6.9 

crimes per 100,000 adivasis in 2006 to 6.3 crimes in 2016. 

Cases pending police investigation for both marginalised groups has risen by 99% and 55% 

respectively as per the statistics available. 

More than 200 alleged hate crimes against marginalised people, including 87 killings, were 

documented by Amnesty India’s interactive “Halt the Hate” website in 2018. About 65% of the 

crimes were against Dalits (The Hindu 07.01. 2020). 
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Thus statistics indicate human right protection against SC’s and ST’s. 

HUMAN RIGHTS AND CHILDREN 

The Census of India and the Constitution of India defines persons below the age of fourteen as 

children, moreover, the Children Act defines child as a person who has not attained the age of 16 

years if it is a boy or 18 years if it is a girl. Children are strong base of any country, to provide a 

healthy childhood is our duty and it’s their right to have peaceful and positive growth.  

To promote Human Right of children, Constitution of India has provided many laws and other 

provisions to favour children, for instance, laws for child protection, Child Labour (Prohibition 

and Regulation) Act of 1986, Law to ban domestic work (2004), The Immoral Traffic Prevention 

Act. Apart from these legislative measures adopted by Government of India, various scheme and 

programmes initiated i.e.  Integrated Child Development Services (ICDS), National Commission 

for Protection of Child’s Rights, National Plan of Action for Children, Non-Government 

Organisation’s role in the protection of Child’s rights and National Charter for Children. 

Indian government has released the National Crime Records Bureau (NCRB) data, according to 

which crimes against children under IPC and Special and Local Laws (SLL) increased across India 

– from 94,172 in 2015 to 1,06,958 in 2016, and 1,29,032 in 2017. The overcall rate of crime against 

children in India in 2017 was 28.9 per one lakh children, as compared to 24 in 2016.  

Latest statistics show a distressing trend when it comes to crimes against children and therefore 

strong steps and action should be taken to protect human rights of children. 

HUMAN RIGHTS: REFUGEE & INDIGENOUS PEOPLE 

Refugee are defined as those people who are forced to flee their homes due to prosecution, 

whether on an individual basis or as part of  a mass exodus due to political, religious, military or 

other problems. Presently, there are about 14 million refugees around the world according to many 

sources. To be called as a refugee on the basis of prosecution the reason for prosecution must be 

one of the five grounds listed in Article 1a (2) of the Refugee Convention i.e. Race, Religion, 

nationality, Membership of a particular social group or political opinion. Many International and 

regional instruments are present related to refugees safeguards i.e. 1951 Convention  relating to 

the status of the refugees, 1967 optional protocol relating to the status of the refugees, Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights (Article 14), American Convention on Human Right (Article 22). 

Indigenous people are the aboriginal or native people who are the earliest known inhabitants of a 

particular area. The United Nation Declaration on the rights of Indigenous people (UNDRIP) is 
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an international instrument adopted by the united nations on 13 September 2007, to enshrine 

(According to Article 43) the rights that constitute the minimum standards for the survival, dignity 

and well-being of the indigenous people of the world. In India, 705 ethnic groups are notified as 

Scheduled Tribes (STs) spread across 30 States or Union Territories. These are considered to be 

India’s indigenous peoples. As per 2011 census, with a population of 104.3 million, they comprise 

8.6% of the total population of India – almost 90% of them living in rural areas (Human Right 

Council session Aril-May 2017). 

In 2009,   4,722 Indians felt scared to live in India and thus applied for political asylum in other 

countries. By 2018, this number rose to 51,769, reveals in analysis of data collected by the office 

of United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) (Source: IndiaToday). While 

according to the latest report of the National Crime Records Bureau (NCRB) of the Ministry of 

the Interior, 6,568 cases of crimes against indigenous peoples were reported during 2016, 

compared to 10,914 cases in 2015, which shows a substantial decrease. 

According to United Nation Human Right Council Universal Periodic Review 2016 and Cultural 

Survival (Non –Government Organisation) reports, Condition of Indigenous people in India is 

getting worse, statistics show human right protection as the need of the hour. 

 

CONCLUSION 

In the contemporary time, people are facing many problems and their human rights are at stake. 

Human rights are the only hope by which we can live our life with dignity. Many more conferences, 

convention and steps should be taken on the ground level so that people who need these rights 

the most, should get it. Despite of various acts, laws and other steps, statistics shows distressing 

picture of the society. Reports indicate that weaker section of the society is getting weaker with 

time. Our world will be a better place if such steps would be taken in near future. 
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Linking requirements with capabilities for deforestation 

monitoring in the context of the UNFCCC-REDD process 

By: Anish Roy 

 

Introduction 

As the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change nears the end of a two-year 

period of evaluation of the issue of reducing emissions from deforestation in developing countries, 

participating countries have agreed on the need to address this globally important source of 

greenhouse gas emissions. Negotiations on policy frameworks to monitor and reduce 

deforestation rely on an understanding of the scientific and technical capacity to support these 

efforts. Current UNFCCC programs to improve observation of land and forest cover change can 

provide valuable input to a future policy mechanism focusing on deforestation emissions from 

developing countries. Countries participating in the current debate have officially referenced the 

value of remote sensing tools and methods for deforestation monitoring, and have identified 

specific needs and goals related to their implementation. Based on these identified needs, this paper 

outlines recommendations for a monitoring framework that can be globally applied with sufficient 

levels of accuracy and certainty. This framework can serve as a starting point for monitoring 

programs, and can be modified in response to expected progress in establishing an international 

policy framework for reducing emissions from deforestation 

 

UNFCCC implementation and land cover observations 

Assessing land and forest cover changes has been a key aspect of the UNFCCC and Kyoto 

Protocol implementation, and both processes have initiated activities to address data and 

monitoring shortcomings, including the specific agreements and implementation plans, technical 

guidelines and examples for operation and application. This section will briefly describe relevant 

processes in GCOS and Kyoto, which are not related to the more recent REDD process but could 

benefit a future REDD mechanism, through experience with implementation and technical 

guidelines. A first mechanism, ‘Reporting obligations and sustainable development’, defined by 

Articles 3 and 12 of the UNFCCC and the related requirements of the Kyoto Protocol, deals with 

national reporting obligations for Annex I (developed countries) in the sector of land use, land use 

change and forestry (LULUCF), including activities for Clean Development Mechanisms. The 
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latest IPCC guidelines for agriculture, forestry and other land uses (AFOLU) define a methodology 

for assessing the area change in different land categories and then combining this information with 

associated stock changes in different carbon pools. Three different approaches are described for 

assessing the area change component. Approach 1 identifies the total change in land area for each 

land category, but does not provide information on conversions between land categories. 

Approach 2 involves tracking land conversions between categories. Approaches 1 and 2 provide 

‘net’ area changes. Approach 3 extends Approach 2 by using spatially explicit land conversion 

information, thus allowing for an estimation of both ‘gross’ and ‘net’ changes within and among 

land categories. Such data may be obtained by various sampling methods or wall-to-wall mapping 

techniques (i.e. remote sensing), or a combination of the two methods134. Approach 3 is the 

required approach for Kyoto reporting. The assessment of carbon pool changes integrates the area 

change data from Approach 3 with carbon stock information and may be calculated at different 

Tier levels of detail and accuracy (1–3). Tier 1 uses IPCC default values (i.e. biomass in forest 

types, carbon fraction, etc); Tier 2 requires country-specific carbon data (i.e. from field surveys, 

inventories, permanent plots) and Tier 3 requires national inventory-type data of carbon stocks in 

different pools and assessment of any change in all pools. When considering a future REDD 

mechanism, these existing UNFCCC approved methodologies for combining land area change 

data (i.e. remote sensing) and carbon stock information (i.e. from in situ or inventory data) to 

estimate the associated carbon emissions provide an excellent framework to build upon. A second 

mechanism, titled ‘Research and systematic observations135’, mandates research and systematic 

observations to reduce uncertainties in observing the climate system in general. The related 

implementation plan of a global climate observing system (GCOS 2004, 2006) is one of the most 

advanced Earth observation frameworks for implementing a UN convention. The plan 

emphasizes the need for operational observations for thirteen Essential Climatic Variables (ECV) 

in the terrestrial domain, among them land cover (see GCOS 2004 Actions T22-27). The efforts 

to develop standards for land cover characterization and validation , along with activities for 

improving existing and future global and regional land cover monitoring, will improve capabilities 

for tracking forest changes and are of relevance for the REDD process. In a progress report to 

the 26th SBSTA meeting in May 2007, GTOS described an initial framework for the preparation 

of guidance materials, standards and reporting guidelines for terrestrial observing systems for 

climate (GTOS 2007a, 2007b)136. It is important to note that several international institutions, 

 
134 Achard F, DeFries R, Eva H, Hansen M, Mayaux P and Stibig H-J 2007 Environ. Res. Lett. 2 045022 
135 Achard F, Eva H, Stibig H J, Mayaux P, Gallego J, Richards T and Malingreau J P 2002 Determination of 
deforestation rates of the world’s humid tropical forests Science 297 999–1002 
136 GCOS 2004 Implementation plan for the global observing system for climate in support of the UNFCCC, 
October 2004, GCOS–92 
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among them the committee of Earth observing satellites (CEOS, see GCOS 2006), have 

committed to implement the tasks specified in the GCOS implementation plan. For an update on 

current global land cover and forest monitoring activities please refer to Achard et al (2007)137.  

 

 

A monitoring framework with minimum common characteristics 

A REDD monitoring framework with a set of minimum common characteristics would provide a 

starting point for actors to engage in implementation activities, and to support REDD early actions 

and readiness mechanisms for building national REDD monitoring systems. The political 

negotiations are ongoing, however, based on the summary provided in section 3, an initial 

methodological starting point can be defined. The system may evolve over time with further 

specifications reflecting progress in policy development. The following specifications are suggested 

for the initial REDD deforestation monitoring framework as a minimum common base of 

technical requirements138:  

• Focus: Derive spatially explicit information on historical deforestation areas to support IPCC 

GPG consistent estimation of gross carbon emission in existing forest areas.  

• Scale: Although national-level monitoring is suggested by many countries, there is not yet a 

decision on whether implementation will focus on national, sub-national or nested approaches. It 

is suggested to apply national-level monitoring to get a full picture of historical deforestation 

processes and, thus, maintain all options for potential future policy implementation.  

• Definitions: The issue of definitions has been of particular importance in the negotiations and 

technical implementation (see Penman et al 2003b, FAO 2006, Lund 2007). The forest definition 

agreed in the Marrakech accords (UNFCCC 2002139) of 0.05–1 ha minimum area, 10–30% tree 

canopy cover and a potential of 2–5 m tree height is used by Annex I country Kyoto reporting 

and in current CDM projects, and is mentioned as the starting point for REDD implementation. 

This definition offers some flexibility for countries, i.e. remote sensing data analysis can adapt to 

different minimum tree crown cover thresholds. However, consistency in forest classifications for 

 
WMO Technical Document No. 1219 (Geneva: WMO) p 153, http://www.wmo.ch/web/gcos/gcoshome.html 
137 Achard F, Eva H, Stibig H J, Mayaux P, Gallego J, Richards T and Malingreau J P 2002 Determination of 
deforestation rates of the world’s humid tropical forests Science 297 999–1002 
138 DeFries R, Asner G P, Achard F, Justice C O, LaPorte N, Price K, Small C and Towshend J 2005 Monitoring 
tropical deforestation for emerging carbon markets Tropical Deforestation and Climate Change ed P Mountinho and S 
Schwartzman (Belem: IPAM and Environmental Defense) pp 35–44 
139 UNFCCC 2002 Report of the Conference of the Parties on its Seventh Session, Held in Marrakech from Oct.–Nov. 2001. 
Addendum 
Part Two: Action Taken by the Conference of the Parties (FCCC/CP/2001/13/Add. 1 vol I) (Bonn: United Nations 
Framework Convention on Climate Change Secretariat) 
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all REDD activities is critical for integrating different types of information, including remote 

sensing analysis. Using different definitions impacts the technical Earth observation requirements 

and could influence cost, availability of data and the potential to integrate and compare data. There 

may be flexibility in the definition of the minimum area size. In general, it is technically feasible to 

detect deforestation with a minimum area of 0.5–1 ha using Landsat-type data (DeFries et al 

2007140). There may be different spatial units for the detection of forest and of forest change. 

Remote sensing data analysis becomes more difficult and more expensive with smaller minimum 

mapping units (MMU), i.e. more detailed MMU’s increase mapping efforts and usually decrease 

change mapping accuracy. Examples of current national and regional remote sensing monitoring 

systems include: Brazil PRODES (6.25 ha initially, now 1 ha for digital processing), India national 

forest monitoring (1 ha), EU-wide CORINE land cover/land use change monitoring (5 ha), GSE 

Forest Monitoring (0.5 ha), and conservation international national case studies (2 ha).  

• Consistency: In addition to definitional issues, the mapping products should allow full integration 

with IPCC reporting guidelines on forest change. Approach 3 for area change assessment is 

required, assuming spatially explicit monitoring of deforestation history and the estimation of gross 

carbon emission. The proposed monitoring framework of minimum common characteristics is 

characterized by the following technical details:  

• Satellite data: Historical Landsat satellite (30 m × 30 m spatial resolution) data are available 

globally at no cost for 1990, 2000 and 2005 (available in 2008) and are suggested as a primary 

observation source (DeFries et al 2005141). Additional satellite observations from optical systems 

such as SPOT, ASTER, IRS and CBERS, (Chander 2007) and some active microwave satellite 

sensors (JERS, ERSSAR, ALOS-PALSAR) are less readily available but, if existing, can be used as 

a complementary source. Given varying characteristics of different satellite sensors, using 

continuous and consistent observations simplifies data processing and analysis. Temporal 

inconsistencies from seasonal variations, and different illumination and atmospheric conditions 

can be reduced in the image selection process by using same-season images or, where available, 

applying two images for each time step. It should be noted that global Landsat availability for 1990 

and 2000 reflects a rather long observation period of 10 years. If available, additional satellite data 

should be used to densify the multi-temporal coverage. Forest change information for 2000–2005 

 
140 DeFries R, Asner G P, Achard F, Justice C O, LaPorte N, Price K, Small C and Towshend J 2005 Monitoring 
tropical deforestation for emerging carbon markets Tropical Deforestation and Climate Change ed P Mountinho and S 
Schwartzman (Belem: IPAM and Environmental Defense) pp 35–44 
141 DeFries R, Asner G P, Achard F, Justice C O, LaPorte N, Price K, Small C and Towshend J 2005 Monitoring 
tropical deforestation for emerging carbon markets Tropical Deforestation and Climate Change ed P Mountinho and S 
Schwartzman (Belem: IPAM and Environmental Defense) pp 35–44 
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will be suitable to derive information on the most recent years. More complimentary information 

and reference data are usually available for more recent times. 

• Methods: Full spatial coverage can be provided by available satellite data; a wall-to-wall approach 

is common and provides consistent observations of historical deforestation. A statistical sampling 

approach needs fewer resources and may be suitable as well (Achard et al 2002142). Various 

methods are available and appropriate to analyze satellite data on changes in forest cover. These 

methods range from traditional visual photo interpretation to sophisticated digital analysis. A 

variety of methods can be applied, depending on technical capabilities, deforestation patterns and 

characteristics of the forest. Visual scene-to-scene interpretation of forest cover change in multi-

date images is perhaps the most basic approach and the easiest to implement. This technique is 

suggested as a minimum methodological requirement for image analysis. Sophisticated (digital) 

approaches with more efficient processing may lead to more accurate results. Factors complicating 

the image interpretation such as clouds and topography should be taken into account, either during 

the visual interpretations or with appropriate digital processing methods. Persistent cloud cover 

will limit the availability of suitable optical remote sensing data and complicate the image analysis 

and statistical forest change assessment (i.e. dealing with areas of no data). Data from several years 

may be required to fully cover the area of interest; an issue to be reflected in the derivation of 

forest change rates.  

• Accuracy assessment: An independent accuracy assessment using a sample of higher quality 

data/estimates should be an integral part of any monitoring system that is linked to a carbon 

accounting and crediting system. Approaches and quasi-standard methods exist for validating 

remote sensing-derived land cover maps. Accuracy assessments of land and forest cover change 

have been demonstrated. However, no uniform methods currently exist, though they can be 

developed by the technical community. In many developing countries there are obvious limitations 

in the availability of appropriate reference data for 1990–2000. More reference data are usually 

available for 2000–2005. Given the constraints for providing a statistically robust land change 

accuracy assessment in all places, the Earth observation community proposes the approach of 

using ‘best efforts’ and ‘continuous improvement’, similar to that applied in the national carbon 

accounting system of Australia143. This perspective assumes that an internationally agreed and 

suitable mapping approach is applied in a transparent and consistent manner to derive the best 

national estimates. Time series consistency in terms of geo location, spectral characteristics, climate 

variability and phonology, as well as clouds and topography should be properly addressed. The 

 
142 Achard F, Eva H, Stibig H J, Mayaux P, Gallego J, Richards T and Malingreau J P 2002 Determination of 
deforestation rates of the world’s humid tropical forests Science 297 999–1002 
143 http://unfccc.int/resource/docs/2007/sbsta/eng/03.pdf 
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monitoring should ideally work backwards from a most recent reference point to use the highest 

quality data first and allow for progressive improvement in methods. Growing experience 

(improving knowledge of source and significance of potential errors), ongoing technical 

developments and evolving national capacities will provide continuous improvements and, thus, 

successively reduce the uncertainty in the deforestation estimates. If no robust reference data are 

available, at a minimum, a consistency assessment should allow some estimation of the forest 

change quality, i.e. reinterpretation of small samples in an independent manner by regional experts. 

Any uncertainty bounds should be treated conservatively. A full accuracy assessment should be 

included for future deforestation monitoring. Such an effort would need to employ higher 

resolution or in situ data and agreed international technical guidelines that will evolve over time. 

• Cost: Financial resources for national remote sensing surveys are required to acquire suitable 

satellite data, for processing hardware and software, training and capacity building, data processing 

and analysis, field work and travel, and for accuracy assessment. The overall cost depends on a 

number of factors, i.e. existing national processing capabilities (costs for building capacities), 

country size and mapping area, availability of reference data, comprehensiveness of monitoring 

systems, etc. Different experiences from established remote sensing based forest monitoring 

systems (i.e. Brazil and India) and national REDD case studies suggest that between several 

hundred thousand to 1.5–2 million dollars should be allocated to complete a thorough historical 

satellite-based deforestation monitoring using the proposed approach144.  

In summary, the proposed deforestation monitoring framework builds upon available data and a 

straightforward efficient methodology appropriate to address the needs expressed through the 

UNFCCC negotiations. As a minimum common base, national deforestation monitoring should 

use Landsat data for 1990, 2000 and 2005, and employ visual scene-to-scene interpretations of 

gross deforestation in a consistent and transparent manner. Such information will provide the 

starting point to derive historical national deforestation databases with first area estimates of 

deforestation for each time frame, and the identification of associated processes and hot spots of 

forest loss. Recognized remote sensing challenges in applying this concept should be considered; 

they include spatial and temporal consistency through using images from suitable and similar 

seasons (i.e. choosing the season to best separate forests and avoid cloud cover), and comparable 

sensor characteristics and illumination conditions. Capacity building should be an integral part of 

the process to develop in-country capacity for a more detailed and accurate monitoring system 

over time. The gross deforestation estimates would comply with IPCC GPG Approach 3 and 

could be directly integrated for Tiers 1 and 2 estimates of carbon stock change. Sophisticated 

 
144 http://unfccc.int/resource/docs/2007/sbsta/eng/misc14.pdf 
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historical information would support future monitoring strategies, i.e. using stratified sampling to 

estimate area change in hot spots and for potential methodologies in monitoring forest 

degradation. In addition, the remote sensing data output may help in forest stratification and guide 

field work for related in situ observations required for carbon accounting.  

 

Conclusion 

Analysis of remotely sensed data from satellites is the only practical approach to measure changes 

in forest area in the majority of developing countries; this assumption has been advocated by the 

Earth observation community. The political process has recognized that associated technical 

capabilities are available and robust for REDD implementation (UNFCCC 2007b). Considering 

the status of current political negotiations, and previous and related UNFCCC activities, this paper 

has presented a REDD monitoring framework to estimate gross historical deforestation on a 

national level. Historical reference scenarios can be developed consistently from the 1990s 

onwards with confidence using historical Landsat (1990/2000/05) data as a primary source. As a 

minimum common base, national deforestation monitoring should use Landsat data for visual 

scene-to-scene interpretations of gross deforestation in a consistent and transparent manner for 

IPCC GPG-based estimation of carbon stock changes. This methodology provides a starting point 

for all actors to begin prompt REDD implementation and for nations to build historical databases 

and develop and improve their monitoring capacities. The methodological specifications reflect 

the recent UNFCCC negotiations and current technical capabilities. Both will evolve over time 

and result in more detailed monitoring specifications and continuous improvement of forest area 

change estimates. This paper has a sole technical focus on monitoring deforestation. It is 

recognized that the issue of forest degradation has been discussed in the UNFCCC-REDD 

process. However, the UNFCCC discussions so far have provided little information and guidance 

on how to include this issue in any REDD implementation. Some information on technical 

capabilities in monitoring degradation is provided in this issue (Souza et al 2008). Along with 

evolving UNFCCC negotiations, the Earth observation community is ready to help with linking 

the policy requirements and technical degradation monitoring capabilities, in a similar manner to 

the framework provided here for deforestation. 

 

 


